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Mills left this afternoon
to attend a Good
Roads meeting. He will return tomorrow noon.
Territorial Funds.
territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero today received the following remittances: James Sutherland, Chaves county, $0,431.73; Dr. T. W. Watson, Lincoln county $1,703.1G; Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien $4'for Good Roads
Governor

Washington,

for Albuquerque

Dec.

15

The Senate

Judiciary committee today referred
the President's five appointments of
Court of Commerce judges to a sub-- j
committee for investigation. The im-- i

j

mediate confirmation of Willis Vande-vente- r
of Wyoming and Joseph
R.
Lamar of Georgia as supreme court
Justices was recommended by the
committee.

Fund.

Withdraws Report.
Incorporation.
Dec. 15. President
Washington
Incorporation papers were filed to- Taft
directed
today
Secretary of War
Secreof
office
Territorial
day In the
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Antelope Dickinson to withhold from Congress
deValley Orchard Company with head- entirely his report on national
quarters at French, Colfax county. fense made in answer to a resolution
The capitalization is $25,000, divided adopted by the House of Representainto 250 shares, and the paid up capi- tives. The house yesterday declined
tal is $15,500. The incorporators to receive the report in confidence.
and directors are: Charles Brook of Hence it will not be sent at all.
Chicago, 75 shares; Frederick C. Wen- Promptly Confirmed.
,the of French 75. shares; Charles F.
Washington, Dec. 15. The Senate
"Hortenstein of Springer 5 shares. this afternoon confirmed
Joseph R.
Charles F. Hortenstein is named the Lamar of Georgia, and Willis Vande-vente- r
statutory agent.
of Wyoming, as associate justIrrigation Laws.
ices of the Supreme Court of jthe UnitAssistant Territorial Engineer C. D. ed States.
Miller, who returned from Colorado
$6,000 a Year Not Enough.
yesterday, declares that both in theDec, 15. "I could not
Washington,
irriory and in practice, New Mexico
save anything out of a salary ef
0
gation laws and regulations are sua year and I have a family," said
inHe.
of
Colorado.
to
those
perior
Librarian of Congress Herbert Putspected several Colorado projects and nam, in
before the house com
says that they are not given the strict mittee onarguing
today for an
supervision that is accorded New increase ofappropriations
his salary from $6,000 to
Mexico undertakings.
$7,500. Putnam failed in his efforts.
Cattle Sanitary Board.
More Pay for Judges.
The Territorial Cattle Sanitary
Washington, Dec. 15. Senator
Board today submitted to Governor
introduced a bill today to inMills its report for the year ending
November 30, 1910. The report de- crease the salaries of the chief justice
clares there has been quite a decrease of the United States to $18,000 and
in the number of cattle in New Mexi- those of the associates justices to
co compared with former years. $17,500; circuit Judges of the United
Cattle prices have been well main- States to $10,000, district fudges to
tained and the health of stock has $9,000. The salaries at present are:
been good but the calf crop was very Chief justice, $13,000; associate Justirreeular. Manse was reported in ices, $12,500i circuit Judges $7,000;
TTnion. i2uay, Guadalupe, - Roosevelt district judges, $6J)00.
Reasons for Secrecy.
Curry, Chaves and Eddy counties, and
black leg at Tueumcari and Carlsbad,
Washington, Dec. 15. The Presld- Dut steps were uuteii
luumpuj tlent directed Secretary Dickinson to
eradicate disease. The.board expend- - prepare a letter to the House givlng
ed during the year $36,107.17 of it!j hig reagons for withholding the spe-cial report and inviting attention to
the "Infectious Disease" fund. There the regular annual reports which conwere shipped out of the Territory tain all the information that helped
during the year 262,154 head of cattle, to make np the reply to the McLach-la-n
against 319,514 shipped last year;
resolution. The president agrees
horses against 9,200 last year. with some of the
congressional leadThere were inspected 54,018 hides ers that the conclusions
and opinions
were
There
last
year.
against 66,936
be held in
should
of
the
report
special
55
inspecreported 503 strays in the
strict confidence. As the House cantion districts of the Territory.
The superintendent of the territo- not receive reports in confidence, the
rial asylum for the insane at Las Ve- president decided it would be best
to withhold the original report in
gas reports that during the present
its entirety.
year, the asylum garden yielded
against $11,461.77 last year.
RAILROADS APPEAL TO
Garden products proper yielded
as compared .with $4,483.85 last OFFICIALS TO PREVENT STRIKE.
year. The dairy yielded $2,682.15 this
year as against $2,437.05 last year; the Ask Commissioner of Labor Neill and
Chairman Knapp of Interstate
chicken pens $286.06 as against $251
Commission to Intervene.
last year, and the orchard $9.69 as
,
against $14.96 last year.
Chicago, Dec. 15. It was learned to
Presentation to Territorial Engineer.
that the western railroads have
day
assistants
the
Yesterday afternoon,
Lain the office of Territorial Engineer appealed to U. S. Commissioner of
Vernon L. Sullivan, who will leave bor Neill and to Chairman Knapp of
Commission
New Mexico on New Year, presented the Interstate Commerce
to
act
of
the
mediators
as.
wage conMa32d
degree
him with a beautiful
between
the
railroads
and
troversy
sonic ring and charm, as a token of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engitheir appreciation of his kindliness neers.
and ability.
$6,-00-

De-pe-

ment Troops Are Ruth
lessly Bayoneted

PEOOFJHrBE

Atl'

Denver, Dec. 15. A dozen men are
imprisoned in Shaft Number 2, of the i
Leyden Coal Company
at Leyden,
fourteen miles west of Denver. The
fire started about nine last night the
result of an explosion, and the timbering of the shaft was ablaze in a
moment shutting off escape.
Rescue
parties tried for a time to force en- i
trance through Shaft No. 1. But this
was abandoned this morning, as it
was feared that a draft would be
created that would put the fire be
yond control, and every effort is now
being made to extinguish the fire in
shaft No. 2. It Is not known whether
the entombed men are alive or dead.
The government mine rescue car left
Trinidad this morning for the scenei
Electric Spark Caused Explosion.
Denver Dec. 15. The number of
men in the mine is ten. Apparently
the mine is full of gas for a rabbit,
placed in a box, was lowered six feet
In the shaft for twenty minutes and
brought out dead. The air compressor, tipple and hoist of the mine have
been burned, making it impossible to
clear the mine of gas. The disaster
was caused by an electric spark from
a motor. There had been a strike at
the mine for some time, and the entombed men were engaged cleaning
up the property.
Mine Still Burning.
Denver, Dec. 15. At 1:30 p. m. the
mine was still burning and efforts to
reach the imprisoned men have been
unsuccessful.
It is not believed that
much can be accomplished until the
arrival of the government rescue car
from Trinidad.
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GENERAL FUNSTON ORDERED
TO THE PHILIPPINES.
Dec. 15. Brigadier
Washington,
General Funston, in command of the
army service school at Fort Leavenworth, was today assigned to the command of the department of Luzon, in
the Philippines, relieving General
Ramsay B. Potts, who will take command of the service school at Fort
Leavenworth.

FRANK W SHEARON.
District Clerk Of the Firt Judicial Hirtrir t PV.rmr Aecictant
Itlnrn.u
General of New Mexico and Former Postmaster of Santa Fe, Who Died
After a Lingering lliness La6t Night.
-

After suffering intense pain for
many months from a spinal disease
which was incurable, Frank W. Shear-on- ,
who had the distinction of filling
three important positions in one year,
died last night at the Montezuma hotel where he has been living for the
past month or two.
Mr. Shearon came to
Santa Fe
about six years ago as a fcealthseeker
from Nebraska where his wife now is
staying with her parents. He was only 35 years of age.
Mr. Shearon was a native of Fair-burNebraska, where he attended
the public schools. He was graduated
from the Lincoln Normal University
and was appointed court reporter of
the first judicial district of Nebraska
which position he held several years.
He resigned to take the position of
chief clerk in the law department of
the Chicago, Burlington and Qulncy
railroad at Lincoln, Nebraska.
,
Ill health compelled
to leave
his native state for New Mexico where
he soon improved in health and rev
gained his strength. He made a host

!

and personal friends
political
through his straightforwardness and
the courage of his convictions.
He
was appointed chief clerk in the office;
of Former Commissioner of Public
Lands A. A. Keen. He was of valuable service in that department.
He was admitted to the practice of
law before the territorial supreme
court after a highly creditable examination for which he had "prepared
himself not only by hard study but
by the experience of a decade of serv
ice in positions that brought him in- to contact with the legal phases of
many varied activities.
Mr. Shearon at the beginning
of
of

1908

ws

appointed assistant attorney

general. In 1909 he accepted the position of postmaster of Santa Fe holding the position until the fall of 1909,
when he was appointed district clerk.
Mr. Shearon was secretary of the
territorial central committee of the
Republican party and took s.n active
part in the last campaign when delegates were elected to the constitutional convention.

h--

FURNISHED

Washington, Dec. 15. Gustavo A.
JIadero, representative in Washington of the Mexican revolutionists, today made the following statement:
'"Telegraphic advices were received
last night from the Bcene of Sunday's
battle near Cerro Prelto and confirm
the
in every detail the account of
special correspondent of the Associated Press, even to the killing of
wounded and prisoners by Navarro's
men. We are led to believe, that certain railroad men who were on the
spot will testify to this outrage,
proofs of which Bhortly will reach
Washington."
Loss in Battle Was Heavy.
Washington, Dec. 15. The loss of
the Mexican Federal troops in the
battle of Cerro Prieto on Sunday was
one hundred ana tnty Kinea ami
wounded, while the revolutionists lost
sixty men, according to reports reacti-inAmerican Consul Edwards at
Ciudad Juarez. Mr. Edwards so telegraphed the state department today.
g

THIS WILL DESTROY
ALL PRIVACY IN LIFE.

What's the Use of Pulling Window
Shades After This Invention Gets
to be in Common Use.

St. Petersburgo, Dec. 15. Professor Rosing of the Institute of technology has announced in a public lecture
a discovery which he claims as the
most remarkable ever made by a
scientist It Is nothing less than an
apparatus which will
electroscopic
give the user what might be termed
a Roentgen ray eye. With his device, says the professor, an employer
to
sitting in his office will be able
an
see other parts of the building,
outsider can look through closed shutters, or any fabrics used for clothing.
Theater performances can be watched from home, while generals will be
enabled to watch the movements of
an enemy as well as of their own
forces.

j

STRIKE RIOT

TO

GET-RICH-OUI-

SHOPS RAIDED

INJHICAGO

ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ LYNCHING
TO BE INVESTIGATED.

II
FLOOD

DAMAGE

Shot Dead Secret Service Officers Des- Railways Tied Up in Italy
and Mails Carried by
cend on Offices of Capital
and Another Fatally
Investment Co.
Torpedo Boats
Wounded

9

HITS COW AND
COWS KILLS NEGRO.
Mobile, Ala., Dec. 15. A Louisville

TRAIN

and Nashville passenger train struck
a cow. The cow was killed and her
body hurled from the track, striking
a negro. The negro was knocked Into a puddle of water and killed. In
falling he struck a dog, and the life
of the dog also was snuffed out.
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JOHN BECKER STORE AT
BELEN IS ROBBED.
Two Professionals Get Away
With $700 Cash and Valu--

able Jewelry.
Belen, Dec. 15. Early this
morning, two professional burglars broke into the store, of
the John Becker Company and
after picking two combinations
of the safe and blowing open
the third, secured $700 in cash,
irings and watches including
one 23 jeweled Elgin watch.
There seems no doubt that ex-- S
perts did the work and that
they caught the early morning
east bound train of the Belen
cut-ofOne of the men is de- scribed as five feet ten Inches
tall, welching 170 pounds,
heavy set, dark, slightly pimply
of very pleasant, ingratiating
manner, dark derby, while the
other is six feet tall, broad- shouldered, medium dark, wear- ing dark clothes and fancy
vest. One of the two men has
a slightly defective gold tooth
in front, and speaks as if
slightly deaf.
38
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Marked Increase in Bitterness
With WhichfMen Assail

Each Other.

non-unio- n

failed.

Mexican

Businessmen
of
Guadalajara Have Issued

a Manifesto

X AVENGE
X
XI
X
X

HURT

ec. 15. In a clash beChicago,
tween striking garment workers and
the police today, one workman was
shot dead, another fatally wounded,
and several combatants on both sides
tailseriously injured. The
&
ors employed by Kuppenheimer
Company were escorted to the shop
and were assaulted by the strikers.
Policeman Charles Wrenecke, one of
GOVERNMENT COALITION NOW
HAS A BIG MAJORITY. the policemen injured may die.
Strikers Are Armed.
other
Chicago, Dec. 15. Several
London, Dec. 15. With only sixty-fou- r
seats of the new Parliament to policemen were so severely beaten
be filled, the government
coalition that they had to be given medical at
tention. Many strikers are armed
now has a majority of ninety-two- .
with home made "billies" composed
of a chunck of lead at the end of a
short thong, and with these they asCOT T
sailed the police savagely. There Is
a marked Increase in the bitterness
with which the strikers engage In the
'ALL AMERICANS riots since the peace negotiations

X
X
X
X

POLICEJBADLY

DEATHJF

RODRIGUEZ

Pro
Signed By
minent Merchants, Published in EI Pais ' ''
Two-Hundre-

d

r

X
El Paso, Dec. 15. Americans arriv-X ing here from Guadalajara bring
cop'

X lea oi a
proclamation issues omy last
X week calling upon all Mexicans to de
X sist from patronizing Americans In
X any way mntil the "brutal
burning of
X our fellow countryman, a native of
X Guadalajara, Antonio Rodriguez ,1s
X suitably avenged."The proclamations
X are signed by more than two hundred
X businessmen of Guadalajara, all Mex
X icans. One paper, El Pais, publishes
it and calls upon all Mexicans to
heed It.
.
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RECEIVER TO BE ASKED
FOR K. OF P. INSURANCE.

BUCKET

SHOPS

time.

TO

PIECES

Branches in Middle Twenty Four Persons Drowned
During Terrific Gale Off
and Far West Under
Coast of Spain.
Suspicion.

States! Rome, Dec. 15. The weather was
Chicago, Dec. 15. United
secret officers today raided the offices improved today and the flood situaof the Capital Investment Company as tion in northern Italy appeared less
a bucket shop. The main office and serious. Great damage has been
four branches were visited and all done along the Tiber river. The rail'
papers and records seized. "Sid" Mc- - way traffic throughout the Rivera is
Hie, said to be the chief owner, is be- interrupted and mail service Is being
lieved to be in Florida.
j
entrusted to torpedo boats.
'
j
Raided.
Bucket Shops
Twenty-fou- r
Drowned.
15. Simultaneous
Dec.
Chicago,
raids were made at the offices at Au- London, Dec. 15. The German
rora and Joliet, Ills. The firm is said steamer Palermo is a total wreck off
branches in the
to have thirty-thre- e
west coast of
the Cape Corrubodo on the
middle and far west. Although
Galicia, Spain. Five passengers and
government officials are
they identified their efforts as a the crew of nineteen are lost. The
"part of the general movement to vessel struck and went to pieces durstop
quick concerns. Besides ing a fierce gale on Sunday night.
the Rookery buildings offices, the f ol-- ;
Steamer Fighting Against Gale.
New York, Dec. 15. The steamer
lowing alleged bucket shops were raid- ed: F. J. Holzaphet, 235 Fifth avenue; Colorado of the Clyde line sent word
Campbell and Company, Postal Tele- by wireless this afternoon that she
graph building; Murphy & Co., 92 La is unmanageable In a gale off the
Salle street; Sanderson & Co., 235, coast on her way to this city from
The Rookery. The specific charge was Boston.
using the mails to defraud.
"

j

get-ric- h

'

TWO MINERS KEPT ALIVE
AS IF BY MIRACLE.

McLACHLIN
GUILTY OF WIFE MURDER.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 15. Attorney
General O'Malley received a communication from Milton Bucky of New Jury at Cheyenne, Wyoming, Brings
in First Degree Verdict PenalYork, a lawyer, asking him to begin
an action against the Knights of
ty is Hanging.

Train From South Late Santa Fe
train No. 10 from the south and west
on the Santa Fe, was more than two
two hours late this afternoon. Train
No. 3 from the east arrived ahead of

GASHED

Thirty-Thre- e

JAME3

Pythias to cancel their certificate to
conduct a life insurance business in
the state and appoint a receiver of
all assets and property In the state
Bucky, acting for Thomas Barber ot
Brooklyn, alleges that information,
furnished by the supreme lodge of the
order, shows that it Is carrying insurance of the fourth class amountlth cash on hand
ing to $20,G67,6OO,
to pay this totaling $615,586.
The attorney general has taken the
matter under advisement

STEAMER

ALSO COVERED

As a result, of the Democratic coun
ty convention held
yesterday afternoon in the court house, the following i: delegates will represent, tins
county- in the Democratic territorial
convention to lie held at th- - capitol

Saturday:
Candelarlo

Marcelino
Martinez,
Garcia, X. H. Laughlin, J. W.
Alfredo Delgado, Arthur Selig- man, X. S. Torres. Havio Valencia,
Apolonio Chavez. Ramon Sandoval,
John Block, Charles F. Easley and A.
V. Hill.
These delegates were selected by
a committee of five appointed by
Temporary Chairman Charles F. Eas-lewho presided at the convention.
Resolutions.
Shortly before 4 p. m. the committee on resolutions reported to he convention which had taken a recess
while the resolutions were being prepared. The resolutions were read by
Interpreter Arthur P. Hill in Spanish
and English.
They were us follows:
We. the Democrats of Santa Fe
county, in regular convention assembled, do hereby declare and adopt the
following:
central
Whereas, the Democratic
committee of this Territorv at a reg
ular meeting thereof held in Albuquer
que on the 12th day of last July did
formulate and adopt a suggestive
platform for the party for the constitutional convention campaign, enunXor-uten- t,

y

ciating

certain

therein

principles

wmcu u engrailed uuo saiu cuusuiu-tiowould insure honest, economical
and desirable government, and all of
which we most heartily commend and
endorse, and
Whereas, the Democrats of this
county generally, waiving their right
to place a party ticket in the field
generally, openly and actively participated in a
county convention held in Santa Fe on 22d day
of last August, which convention selected a
ticket to be voted for as delegates to said constitutional convention in this county and
adopted a platform of principles therefor which platform of principles we
deem worthy of our unqualified
endorsement, which Is hereby given and
n

n

n

Whereas, the constitution as

One Workman

SEVERAL

RESOLUTIONS

flON-CflO- Tt

Will Leave It to Voters To Adopt
or Reject the Constitution

Men Who Witnessed
Outrages Will Be Asked
to Testify.

:!'.

Watched Others Fight In Vain to
Reach Small Air Pipe Mule
Alone Survived.
i

Cincinnati, Dec. 15. Two of the
thirteen men entombed by the mine
Cheyenne, Dec. 15. The jury in the explosion at Tacoma, West Virginia,
case of James McLachlin, charged yesterday in which many lives were
with the murder of his wife, brought lost, emerged from the workings toin a verdict of murder in the first de- day. When the " explosion occurred,
gree today. The penalty in this state these two, G. E. Lohman and John
is hanging. McLachlin shot his wife Swete, broke a hole in a small air
in September and tried to kill himself, pipe with a sledge hammer. By placbut recovered. He claimed his wife ing their mouths close tQ this, they
was chasing him with a butcher knife obtained enough air to keep them
when he shot her.
alive. Unable to share their scanty
supply of air, they were forced to
RAILROAD PRESIDENT DROPS
watch the unavailing" struggles of othDEAD OF HEART FAILURE. er workmen to reach the spot. Some
fell within a few feet of Lohman and
Atlanta, Dec. 15. Major John F. Swete. The only living thing about
Hanson, president of the Central Geor- them when they left their refuge togia railroad and one of the best known day to seek the outer air was a mule.
railroad officials in the South, died How the animal managed to escape
here this morning of heart failure.
suffocation is a mystery.

San-Clay- 's

Gathering

Railroad

i

12,-49- 9

THEIR DELEGATES

Prisoners Taken by Govern- Thirteen Will Represent

EXPLOSION

Other Appointments Referred Rescue Parties Abandon
to
of U. S.
tempt to Enter Workings
Senate.
by Shaft No. 1.

Colo-

DEMOCRATS SELECT

NAVARRO KILLS

Fewer Animals on New Mex- Taft Orders Dickinson to Coal Mine Disaster, at Ley
Withdraw Report on Naico Ranges Than In
den, 14 Miles West of
Former Years
tional Defense
Denver.
NEW

2(i!

!

""ii"""m

UUARTER MILLION

NO.

15, liMO

fram-

Was a Native of Las Cruces and Was ed and now presented for the consideration of the voters of this Territory
Burned at Stake at Rock Springs,
does not embody such provisions as
Texas.
will safely insure such right and protection as was and Is deemed right
Rock Springs, Texas, Dec. 15. In
and
if not necessary, and therehis charge to the grand jury. Judge fore proper,
said
is not entitled
constitution
the
instructed
that
Purney yesterday
to the endorsement of this party. In
recent burning at the stake of Antonio
view of the foregoing and the fact
Rodriguez will be investigated. Ro- that
the Democratic partjs. has heredeclarwas
it
is
burned
after,
driguez
tofore and does now regard the makof
to
bad
confessed
the
he
ed,
killing
of the constitution a
Mrs. Lem Henderson, wife of a ranch ing
affair we do not regard the adoption
owner. Following the lynching,
riots occurred
at several or rejection of the constitution as a
declare
on
that party question and hereby
Mexico
in
the
behalf
points
the lynched man was a Mexican. Since that it should not be considered and
then it has been learned that he was made such.
Therefore, be it resolved, that it is
a native of Las Cruces, N. M.
the sense of the Democratic party of
Santa Fe county, that as a nartv we
CANADIAN FARMERS WANT
TO GET CLOSER. should not attempt to commit the par
ty in the premises but that each and
Advocate Abolition of Customs Duties every voter thereof is expected to exercise his own personal views and
on Agricultural Implements and
wishes as to his position and vote on
Reciprocity With U. S.
the question of the adoption or rejecOttawa, Dec. 15. A thousand prostion of said constitution without (sub
perous Canadian farmers assembled
here today to formulto demands on jecting his party fealty to question by
the Dominion government, the chief tne party.
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
of which is the abolition of customs
JAS. W. NORMENT.
duties on agricultural Implements and
FELICIANO LOBATO,
closer commercial relations with the
FLAVIO VALENCIA.
United States. The farmers came
MARCELIXO GARCIA.
from all parts of Canada. The conCommittee on Resolutions.
vention is expected to have some effect on reciprocity proceedings to be Then followed an animated HeW.
resumed in Washington next month. the first speaker belne J. n. I. a fa.
rillo who asked if the convention was
to ne
whv had it hoon
called?
He denounced the constituGOLD S
tion. He was followed by
Attorney
voiney Howard who said he sympathized as a man with Mr. Carillo's
but that In view of the
AUSTRALIA expressions,
fact that Larrazolo and nthr HcHt..
guished Democrats had come out openly for the constitution he did not
It Has Resulted in Tremen- see why the Democratic party should
a resolution opposing it and
dous Stampede to Western adopt
iuus condemn those Democrat!
ers who are going to
Coast
stump the Terri
tory ior tne constitution.
D. E. Allard followed with
in in.
NS $450 TO THE
TON vective launched against
Senator
Beverldge whom he held personally
responsible for the enabling act which
Goverment Has Decided to he said, was only accepted by the
House so that New Mexico could
Buiid Railroad Into New
get
siatenood. He ' declared
that he
Golconda.
knew Chairman Hamilton
of the
house committee on territories, and
Bisbane, Australia, Dec. 15. The said "Mr. Hamilton is a gentleman."
The resolutions were finally carried
discovery of rich gold in the Bull
Finch in West Australia has resulted by an overwhelming vote.
in a tremendous stampede, and claims
have been staked over a radius of FEAGLE CHARGED WITH
MURDER IN FIRST DEGREE.
thltry miles. The owner of the Bull
Finch mine, Derry Doolittle, has reKansas City, Dec. 15. The prosecufused $2,000,000 for property. From
tor of Johnson county, Kansas,
320 tons of ore, $49,000 were obtained,
today
and the ore is reported by govern- swore out a warrant charging John
with
Feagle
murder
In
the first dement experts to be running $450 to
in connection with the
ton. The government will build a gree
quadruple
murder of the Bernhardt family last
railroad from Perth.
n

n

lit

Saturday.
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THE LITTLE STORE

nil nnriii a
i.
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WE HAVE THE GOODS

.a
rui.i
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AWFUL WITH RASH
Ran Over Bodies, Too. Dry and Very
Used Cuticura and Did
Crusty
No More Scratching. Eczema
Disappeared in 6 Weeks.

FRESH GROCERIES,
CHOICE FRESrT CANDIES
FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKW HEAT FLOUR
FRUITS AND VEGETAELES

MINOR

I

t

S3-

MARVELWhirlingSpray
ntMniii ryrii;(r.
1O0 new
conven
ileal Mont

SELIGMINBR0SC0.

ient, it citttiiwa
lnsumuy.

Ask f oar drupplstforlt.
If lie cannot supply toe

MARVEL, ar:ept no
other, hut Bona itimiD ftr
It rtTftfl
UliiHtmtp'l book BciLleri.
fill Darttcni.irB and directum!) ln- valuable to ladles. MAIfVI L O.
44 Ku.( X8d Street- - M W 1 l K.

Toys .Toys iToys

Tonight at the Elks: His Sergeant's the time of night without any artifiStripes; Love, Luck and Gasoline; cial illuminant.
How Rastus Got His Turkey, and WonNow More Than Two Years Ago and
derful Plates. Prices 30c and 15c.
TO AND FROM BOSWEL- TNo Sign of Trouble Has Returned.
New Flag for Postofnce Postmashandter E. C. Burke has received a
made with Automoblie
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well at 8:30 a. m, and arrives at Ros-which afterwards
A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas j weU at 3.30
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got bister until
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for
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Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
of li ve cent pieces. time to oraer attracuve
giits. vouiu and arrives at Vaughn f t 6 p. m. The
emfare between Santa Fe and Torrance
drv and anything be nicer than boxes of
cam
bossed stationery? Leave your or is $5.80 and between Torrance and
on their ders at the New Mexican.
PwifiK rash was
Roswell ?10. Reserve seats on autoawful
faces
The Girl
Question The Capital mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
and afterwards
it ran over the City Bank is giving away a calendar
hodv. too.
one of the Girl Ques" I had a doctor for them but he could which reminds
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
heads framed in
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three
tion.
Cuticura
It
of
tho
of
read
heir..
I
Then
not
Remedies. As I am a chemist, having clouds of brown hair, and there are Take LAXATIV E BROMO Quinine Tablets
served my apprenticeship in Germany, l three pairs of vocal blue eyes. The IiruKKlstsiefund money if It fails to cure K
W.GltOVE"S xiirnatui'f Is on each bo". 25c
did not have much confidence in them.
Yet I was soon tnusht somethine better, treatment of the theme is cleverly
for after I ued Cuticura Soar.. Ointment done and at a distance one sees the
and Resolvent the first time tne ennnren
felt very well nnrl did no more scratch- interrogation point distinctly.
dry and
The CapiAn Attractive Calendar
ing. Then the eczema became
about six
entirely disappeared after now
more tal City Pharmacy has a calendar
weeks' treatment. This is
than two vears aro and no sifm of the for 1911 that will delight those who
Work
trouble has returned, therefore I can receive it. It is a large picture of a For Best
recommend the Cuticura Remedies
resiwithout reoorve to all people who are scene that is the delight of the
sufferinir with eczema. William Grelek, dent or the tourist who loves the basket leaves Monday Tuesday
74 Domrlas St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Mar. woods. The coloring is exceptionally Returrib
Thursday and Friday.
10, 1910."
the calendar AGENCY atO. K. Barber
OlntmMlt (NM rich and striking and
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Shop
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adornment
(25r nrp sold throtiFhont thP world. Potter Druf will prove an

HOL IDAY GOODS

l""'"

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

5

WE GIVE CASE REGISTER TICK! T S
ALL CASH PUECHASrP
WITH
SMS SE5BESEE7Iri

about the wonderful

"i

Telephone No. 40.

-

PEiilAL

Come Now and Make Your Selections

LMIY

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Laucdry

D

SURGEON'S
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emu-ur-

FOOTBRACE

CENTURY TH E LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

IN THE CITY

Phone 39

P.O. Box 219

riipii Cnrp Sole Prons.. Boston. T
book on Skin Humorl.
oirMalled free,

nmiv
inc uhili

FOOT DISCOMFORT
AROh SUPPORT.
Wonderful invention for fallen arch, worn
In ordinary shoes.

FKATHRR-WKIGH-

JOHN PFLUEGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

A

i

RELIEF FOR MEN AND WOMEN WHO SUFFER

AN EFFECTIVE

FOR HALF

t

Mrs P O.BROWN Agent-PhorjeNfice or home.
Riirtnnsa there
Glorious
23 Red
was a thin veneer of snow on the
ground this morning; suppose the
Dmiiin im
Tiir
thermometer was below the treezing
nuuiiu
point; is not this weather something
over which Santa Feans may justly
THE FARMER FEEDS THEM ALU. throw out their chests and feel proud?
j
The politician talks and talks,
Compare this warm sunshine and
The actor plays his part,
ozone laden air to the cloudy, humid
The Soldier glitters on parade,
weather "distilled" in the east and
The goldsmith plies his art,
middle west. Then do your wonder
The scientist pursues his germs
Angeles, Calif.; R. R. McCracken,
O'er this terrestrial ball,
iwhy Santa Fe boasts her climate?
The sailor navigates his ship,
"Love, Luck and Gasoline," a motor
But the farmer feeds them all.
boat race and a motor launch which
carries two lovers to a happy finish
,
The preacher pounds tne puipit aesK,,at tne Elks, tonignt
The broker reads the tape,
948&Q.
From 26 to 39 Degrees That was!
The tailor cuts and sews his cloth
the range in temperature yesterday
We
received
have
the
first
shipment
To fit the human shape
and the average relative humidity for of Ball
Buggies with which
Bearing
The dame of fashion dresesd in silk
lowest
cent.
The
75
was
the
per
day
we expect to stock our barn eventualGoes forth to dine, or call,
temperature last night was 22 degrees
Or drive, or dance, or promenade,
and the precipitation for 24 hours end' ' ly. These are very high class rigs,
j
But the farmer feeds them all.
ing at 6 o'clock today was 0.01 of an equipped with lights fulfilling the city
The workman wields his shining tools inch 0f snow. The temperature at 6 ordinance,
a. m. today was 23 degrees. YesterThe merchant shows his wares,
Give them a trial if you wisn to
The aeronaut above the clouds
day was a partly cloudy day with find a
marvellously
lightrunning
snow flurries over the nearby mounA dizzy journey dares;
But art and science soon would fade, tains a slight snow last evening be- vehicle!
tween 8 and 9 p. m which made the
And commerce dead would fall,
WILLIAMS
If the farmer ceased to reap and sow, moonlight strike on a silvery surface,
The light
For the farmer feeds them all.
dazzling the pedestrian.
S10
San
Francisco St 'Phone 139 Ret.
Mina Irving.
was so bright one could easily tell
&
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Established 1856.
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inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
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X
Dec. 15.
Colo.,
Denver,
V The forecast is fair weather to-night and Friday with colder
weather in southeast portion
tonight.

,
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FRAltiJkG TASTEFULLY

PICTURE

AND

SATISFACTORILY

STATE

DONE.

Jesuit Conference The Jesuit fath- ers in New Mexico are holding a con-- !
ference at Las Vegas.
Pettv Thievina at Las Vegas Com
plaint is made of repeated acts of
petty larceny at the New Mexico Nor
mal University at Las Vegas.
Marriage License Issued A mar
riage license has been issued at

D

AND

TOYS

PALAOa
AVE

DOLLS&-FO- R

XMAS. AT

FRANK

F.

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

Wholes?!
&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.'

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLACK

I

45

nfjinn

GRA1NLHOLTSE IN SANTA EE"

LEO HERSCH

25145

Traveling Cases, Manicure J5ets,
Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,,
:
Puff Boxes
Cologne Bottles

9,

ts

Everything desireable in ?Jewelry Noveltie
S45 San

Francisco Street,

H

C. YOMTZ

SSI CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
E

to Amado Zamora of Chilili
and Onofre Gonzales 01 Lucia.
Typhiod Fever at Las Vegas-C- lare
Cundiff, a call boy for the San
ta Fe, is ill with a severe attack of
He was yester
day taken to the Santa Fe hospital.
The boy's father, who is in Missouri,
has been sent for and will come to
his bedside." Las Vegas Optic.
Two Murders in Bisbee Red Light;
District Parker Bowling and D. H.
Faulk were killed and Ernest Duber
probably injured at midnight in a fight
in Brewery Gulch, Bisbee Arizona.
Duber states that he and the murdered men had interfered in a quarrel
between some boys and the foreign
ers autt tne latter arew Knives anu
attacked the Americans, inflicting
deadly wounds. Duber tied and suc
ceeded in reaching the porch of a red
light house, where he fell.
Larceny and Arson at Las Cruces
Ruperto Lopez is in the county jail
at Las Cruces serving a 60 day sen
tence on a charge of petty,, larceny.
Lopez was arrested by Sheriff Felipe
Lucero and tri d before Justice of the
Peace Manuel Lopez. He was con
victed on a charge o stealing a wheel
barrow and several sections of tile
of
flooring from the new residence
R. H. Sims, besides getting away
with quite an amount of lumber. A
search warrant was issued and the
goods were found in his house. In
the matter of the attempted arson of
the south school building and the
church, the county officers are at
work on the case and as soon as the
act can be traced down to the culprits
they will be dealt with severely.
'
TAKE CARE.
Remember that when your kidneys
are affected, your life is in danger,
M. Mayer, Rochester, N. Y., says: "My
trouble started with a sharp shooting
pain over my back which grew worse
daily. I felt sluggish and tired, my
kidney action was Irregular and in
I started using Foley Kid
frequent.
ney Pills. Each dose seemed to put
new life and strength into me, and
now I am completely cured and feel
better and stronger than for years."
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
typhoid-pneumoni-

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

8anta Fe'

N-

Sff

-

M- -

Prop

PoParKfiS Buggies and Saddle Horses

HOW'S THIS?
We offert)ne Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. X CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
We, the undersigned, have known
F. X Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions, and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
WALDTNG, KINNAN, & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free.
Price, 75c,
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

'The Struggle for Statehood
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
OF EFFORT.
By Hon. L. B, FRIXUK

The Book of the Time
It you would dlacuBS tho subject

intelligently.

!
Matlert on
nfl
receipt of "PllW
NKW M KXIOAN PRINTING Oo,
Santa K, N. M.

You Will Greet
With Pleasure

,

--

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

SKERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
For A 9 year? the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tomes.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have every
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
modern facility for furnishing the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
of every description.
enabled to make the very best prices aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
on Thursdays and Fridays
for Lumber of such high grade. and deliver
All work-iguaranteed; your
We will be pleased to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without

"tag

HAVE TOOLS TO
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
CARPENFOR FARMERS,
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KINDS;
FOR EVERYB6DY.
TERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.

WA2JAX!S

We have it!

ood

WHOLESALE
A IS D RETAIL

1

the sight of a suit or overcoat made
to order by us. It has a distinctive
style and fit to it that gives it prominence over all ordinary clothing. We
have a large variety of new pain and
fancy fabrics for you to select from,
and we guarantee the perfect fit, elegant styling, and a careful and thorough finish in every garment We
solicit a trial order, and promise you
so much satisfaction for so little money you will surely come here always.

GSM

iii-

If it's Hardware

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

We Have Built Up

T'WAMl

Screened

RATON
YANKEE
CE.RR1LLCS

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

Lump

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDg.

StesmCoal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

AVENUE
8. F. be pot.
Telephone 85

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

Telephone 85

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA- TE
EQUIPMENT COURTEODS TREATMENT- Gentlemen's

Hats Made New.

0. 0. SHAWGO, Propietor

R

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

s

Charles W. Dudrow

extra oharge.

PHONE RED 122.

Im Cupar knn

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONB RED 182.

man who knows howand
The man who does the weighing, the measuring-t- he
why-th- e
one whom everything depends. Our responsibility, is never lost sight of
for a moment in fillinff prescriptions. Every prescription leaving our store is
faultless from any standpoint that you may take. You may feel safe and sure if we fill your prescriptions.

The Prescriotionist:

Phone 213

Erh armacy

liflrihtilfrllll
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REAPING BENEFIT.
From the Experience
of
People.

THE SANTA
ABEMICIO CORDOVA FOUND
GUILTY OF SEDUCTION.

Santa

Fe

Youth Under Fourteen Years of Age
Guilty of Wronging Girl Even
We are fortunate indeed to be able
Younger.
to profit by the experience of .ur
neighbors. The public utterances of Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 15. Dr.
Santa Fe residents on the following Jose L.
Duran, arrested some months
subject will interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this ago on a charge of practicing medistatement. No better proof can be cine without a license, and who aphad.
pealed to the district court after being
AJbino Ortega, College St., Santa
found guilty in a justice of the peace
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful
for the benefit I have received from trial, was arraigned before Judge Ira
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For A. Abbott yesterday morning and said
several years I had trouble from my that he desired to pleau guilty. The
back and kidneys. It was hard for me court sentenced Duran lo serve thirty
to do work on account of pains in my days in jail, but suspended sentence
loins and any sudden movement ag- upon promise of good behavior. Durgravated my trouble. My rest was an had already served six months in'
disturbed by a loo frequent desire to jail and the court took this into convoid the kidney secretions and the sideration when passing sentence. In
passages were scanty and painful. the justice court, Duran was sentencPublic statements given by local peo- ed to serve three months in jail and
ple who had used Doan's Kidney Pills to pays a fine of $100. He appealed to
with benefit, induced me to try them. the district court and being unable to
I found relief at once and by the time furnish the necessary bond, was comI had used one box, my back was free pelled to go to jail. He spent six
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- months in the county jail before
mal and I feel better in every way. he was arraigned for trial. During his
I have great faith in the curative confinement he probably thought that
it would be better to plead guilty and
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 trust to the mercy of the court in
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo, passing sentence than to risk a trial.
New York, .sole agents for the UnitCordova Guilty is Verdict.
ed States.
of guilty was returned at
A
verdict
Remember the name Doan's and
10 o'clock yesterday morning by the
take no other.
jury which sat In the case of the Territory versus Abenlcio Cordova, inalCalling cards are always useful,
on a charge of seduction, it
dicted
ways desirable, and the New Mexican
alleged that he mistreated Rosa
can supply any kind for Christmas being
Chaves.
The jury was out from 5
gifts.
o'clock Tuesday until 10 yesterday
morning. Cordova was recommended
to the mercy of court Both Cordova
GET THE GENUINE ALWAYS.
A substitute is a dangerous make- and the girl whom it Is alleged he
The wronged are each under fourteen
in medicine.
shift especially
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar cures years of age.
coughs and colds quickly and is In a
If you want anymtng on earth try
yellow package.
Accept no substia New Mexican Want Ad.
tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Foster-Milbur-

n
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the river bank immediately below the a rush, thus flushing the laterals into'
bridge opposite the Guada- the main sewers preventing a deposit!
of putrefying masses in the sewers,
lupe church.
'
The last one to be constructed and Automatic flush tanks are the most
one with manholes or with any!vi,al points in a sewerage system as'
FOR SANTA FE only
means of ventilation, is the school'0" their proper action depends the!
board sewer, to which many private eliminating of the causes of that much
homes are connected and which dis- dreaded sewer gas.
about the same place
The various sewerage districts are!
TSmlv pAnor Rpad JW nr ' charges atlaceor avenue
the
sewer, and an outlined on the accompanying
map
Board of Tiade by Engi
one who has gone to the Rosariu and as well as the location and direction
Federal cemeteries by way of the D. of flow o!" the various gathering con- neer W. R. Smythe
R. G. round house on a hot summers duita.
day will not. soon forget the place
Tn f(,owin ,atllllat,,
r.t
There are a score of places in the ,.OB, 1S i,.1Kf,ri
Kinw viwn..H
COST LESS THAN 56,000.'
y where the private vaults and for ,.,;
bri..k ... hnIf,
Hcl,
wens are wiuun m,y leei. or ices oi tanks with some standard make of
each other, this being especially true 1!ushin dvi,.p ti, ,
,
Would Provide for Population on the south side.
feet.
average depth of S
Three Times That at
There are many places where wells
Man holes to cost $25 each.
and out buildings are so locatf-- (hat,
Present.
Flush tanks to cost $15 each.
bewith even 150 or :!)) feet of spa
Eighteen inch tile laid complete
tween, the filth will drain towards
Members of the Santa Fe Hoard of the wells at every rain or ditch over with adequate y8 at $1.2o per lineal
foot ; I., inch at Sl.fni; 12 inch at !iu
Trade:
liow.
The crowded condition that excents: in inch at sil cents: s inch at
In offering this paper ists in towns and cities, as compared
Gentlemen
) cents: t; inch at 55 cents.
for vour consideration the writer to those in the country and on the
The IS inch trunk sewer has a
make the Mosaic law tDeutcro-- i
of 1,800 feet, which at $1.28
wishes to say that it is not his in- ranch,
i'ngth
MONDAY Laundry Soap contains a wonderful
of
nomy XXIII 12 13) impossible
tention to make it elaborate or tech observance and the best we can do is ler loot amounts to $:,,7;o. Dividing
SUNNY
It will double
which saves half the rubbing.
this amongst the nine districts makes
nical. It is offered only as a basis ivj
mi i
ur
I"."
o
uibt.j,.,,, ,.niirp.lt)lf.
each district for
the life of your clothes. Its real virtues may not be apparfor discussion of the problem in hand.
iiii;ia wunuuL lis uuiutria aim iiieitii;
,.. ,iiuiihi.
its internet in ih v wiiiiiiuii
The expending of more time, study tit at ui- uuici
i, ru ..an
,11,.,.. ,.r
first time you use it. You have perhaps been washing
ui 11
.fc.,.i
ftmr uidjvjo
the
ent
and surveying will likely suggest to eliminate all danger to the health sewer.
Total
cost
of
the
but
entire
$r,T.system
many chances for improvement,
soap, and it will take some
of the community from that source.
your clothes with a heavily-rosine- d
the general plan is considered by the
of T Vr.
.
(.aUere(1 depositIllg
wj(I el
undo
the rosin soap has done.
what
for
to
time
'
Sunny Monday
writer to be possibly as good as can ,e
Rootage is determined by
e withln the m08t tuickly op. -- UdinB
S1des of ea.h of
But after three or four washings you will notice a decided differbe suggested, but only such details
. .
, ..
will be referred to as will lead to a ...
..,.' ,np streets along which any sower tin- ence in the whiteness of your clothes.
d
' h
runs (except in District
clearer understanding of the subject.1
WQrk t0 ,n ,he fu(ure consn.(.Uon
) this is
only for the purpose of mak
in des.gning a system ot sewers lor ,n the cUy
Swh & pan cfm Hn,y ,)b
Sunny Monday will not shrink your flannels.
a town, there are several things to be satisfactorily determined by weeks of ing a comparison and is not the proptaken into consideration before decid- study and work, and such a work er way, as it does not take note of anv
Sunny Monday will not make your woolens harsh and
ing upon the plan to adopt. The prin should be undertaken at once, for the ft'tnre extensions which should bear
"nettley."
their
of expenses
cipal points to be considered are: The construction
of the contemplated ff)r proportional amount
sewers
inIert.eptin
and
size of the town, its situation with street
large
Sunny Monday will not fade your colored goods.
improvements on San Francis-reference to the disposal of sewage, co street anu .Montezuma avenue, ,.ltel.ag
The foregoing estimate shows in
the character of the soil, the compact-- would only have to be torn up in part
ness of its buildings, its topography,1 when a property designed sewerage a crude way what it will cost the city
"Sunny Monday Bubbles
its water supply, the sanitary habits of system is installed. Service connec- of Santa Fe to take care of its sewage
Will wash away your troubles."
years to come. If the entire sysis citizens and its financial condi-- ; tion at least as tar as the curb line, tor
tem were to be constructed at one
Hons.
should in all cases be put in before
time, by issuing ten year bonds, the
THE N.K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Makers, Chicago
As a basis for all calculations the any
paing is done, thus obviating un- yearly cost would be very low.' averfirst question to be decided is, for necessary
work and expense.
cents per front foot per year
what ultimate population shall the
The present hit or miss method of aging
or two dollars per year for a fifty foot
that!
sewers be designed?
Assuming
sewer construction is only a waste of lot
Santa Fe now has a population of money and will but add to the confu- with a well planned and adequate sew- Roibal, Taos.
The expense of administration en
about six thousand.
i
iion when it is attpmnt-prinrnr.
erage system the time expended on
Montezuma.
gineering, real estate and other gen
The area covered by this system porate tne oW
Mr. and .Mrs. R. C. Martin, Ramah;
lete eral expenses are
"'iS "f1"''' W,H haVe .been we" ex"
gewer3 Jn a
not
Included
n
in
the
(which extends from Fort Marcy
scientific svstem
V. S. Seelman, City; J. M. Hunter,
estimate.
the north to Ramona mil on tne
The Cost.
Louisville; R. A. Smith, Chicago; Mrs.
You
will
also
Respectfully submitted,
notice that as the lnt south, from the reservoir on the east
We now come by logical sequence erals are
F. I). True and Miss True, Pajarito
extended the unit cost is reW.
R.
SMYTHE.
to the lower end of San Francisco; to that
point in our discussion which duced. .Vote the
Ranch; J. A. Kerr, Kansas City; Mr.
of
unit
uniformity
street on cne wesij win sustain uuee.. t0 many lg )ne mogt vHa, what wi
Mrs. W. W. Travis, City; J. O.
and
cose
in
8
2,
districts
3, 7,
which are
tnousana population witnoui uuuue it cost? Nowhere is the law of paying
Ilarton. Kansas City; A. H. Fulton,
about equal in density of population' HOTEL ARRIVALS
crowding.
for things in the proportion to the
Clement
Grand
Chicago;
Collier,
Therefore for our purposes we will beaetit derived, so applicable as in and extent of laterals, then note dis-Junction. Colo.; D. Forsyth, Berlin,
tricts
1, 6,
with
their
wants
to
meet
the
scattered
popdesign the system
Palace.
assessing the cost of a sewerage sys- ulation. District 5 is an
Ontario; A. E. Horton, Toronto; F. D.
of fifteen thousand people who use tem.
exception, as
Hawkin, Denver; O. Marsman, ChiMr.
Charles
and
there
are
no
Atchison,
Denver;
and the trunk
water liberally. From Mr. Owen the
The assumptions made and the fig- sewer acts as laterals
cago; Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Sullivan.
their
Dis-- . .Mrs. William
Howden,
lateral.
it
Albuquerque;
only
of
Water
the
Company,
manager
ures given by the writer are based on trict 4
Coronado.
including as it does the busi- A. E.
X. McAnellv, Olivio Atchi- was ascertained that our people now in formation obtained either
C. W. Wilson, EI Rito; C. A. Dailey.
by his
e
UmUea
consume seventy-fivAsnn"1 Ul
gallons per day own investigations, from contract o.e8l8iPiTCh
Sr., Las
Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. Nick Va
I"'er;
heavy amount of
per capita, and as the present con- prices of sewers lately constructed
P" Fergusson' Cincinnati; Dr. lencia. I,os Lunas.
E'
a
has
sewerage,
igas;
cost.
high
unit
increased
will
be
largely
sumption
under conditions similar to our own,
.No attempt has been
The Capitol.
'
Ijosey, Las Vegas; Clem Rubmade to com
with the wider use of water closets, or from other
authorities. pare the relative cost and
reputable
A. IT. Dunn, Philadelphia; C. Ortiz,
a
of
merits of sell, Denver; T,. A. Eland, Kansas
baths, etc., on the installation
The estimates of lengths of sewers glazed tile and
concrete sewers. The City; Robert C. Price, E. B Meier, AntnnitA Pnlnrnrln- A T Clri7 T .AO
sewerage system, it is assumed that are but approximate, as
had to
one hundred gallons per day will be be taken by scale from a they but in various other problems of engineering City; John Y. Hewitt, White Oaks; W. Las Vegas; W. J. Mann, Trinidad;
......
map,
a. iKMce lnal win nave to S.
the ultimate per capita consumption all cases are believed to be conserva- no
Dr. George Mr. and Mrs. Willis and Miss Willis
Davidson, Chicago;
solved are not touched on in this
of water.
Rryce, Winnipeg; Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Denver.
tive.
paper, and as stated in the beginning
This amount is no doubt excessive,
Simpson, Toronto; Charles A. Carnith,
Levels were run to gf t an idea of
but it is a matter of record that the comparative elevations and to deter- the writers object in presenting this Antonilo
Worse than an alarm ot fire at night
American people are very extrava mine the directions the sewers would ouucmuiai report, at the request of
is the metallic cough of croup, bringClaire.
this
C. W. Wilson, El Paso; John Smith, ing dread to the household. Careful
gant in the use of water, as well as have to run in various places that for a body, was only to open the way
wider discussion of the
in many other things.
subject Penasco; A. Beeman, Cincinnati; F. mothers keep Foley's Honey and Tar
were at all questionable.
The loca- of a
sanitary sewer system for the
The degree of dilution of sewage in tion of the outfall was
C. A. Colmey, Wagon in the house and give it at the first
suggested by
of Santa Fe. If this discussion Annis, Denver;
English, German and American cities, its convenience and at the same time city
Mound; John Hill, Santa Ana, Cal.; sign of danger. It contains no opiates.
as indicated by the statistics of wa- by its isolation, as well as because of icsuiis in our city being provided James Wendell, St. Joseph, Mo.; Felix Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
ter consumption, is about 26, 35 and its being in a direction well away
100 gallons respectively. A fact that from
the line of the probable growth
comes home to us in this regard is, of the
city. Sufficient elevation and
inwater
of
use
that this excessive
area can be had at the point selected,
creases cost of constructing sewers for the ultimate installation of a sysand, where any method of treating the tem of settling basins and
sceptic
sewage is used, it Increases cost of tanks,
discharging the effluent into
such treatment, a constant
the river at an elevation of five feet
cost.
the present bed, (which at this
above
Our topographical conditions are
is very wide), and will probably
ideal for the gathering and disposing point
we wen aoove any Known nooa marK.
of sewage.
The Santa Fe River diThe plan proposed by the, writer
vides the town into two sewerage
contemplates
areas. The location of the trunk trunk sewer tothebe construction of a
chargeable against
sewer naturally falls in the lowest
the property of the city as a whole,
available streets that lead to the
within the boundaries before menpoint of disposal.
tioned. Having intercepting sewers
It is not anticipated that quick sand
the city into nine sewerage
will be encountered in any portion of dividing
each with their respective
the work, although ground water districts, of
systems
laterals, so arranged that
some
in
of
may have to be taiien care
when the trunk sewer is built and the!
isolated localities.
outfall or disposal plan arranged for,
Tne depth, ot sewers should in all
one or more of the districts may
cases be such as to drain any ordi- any
construct their system of laterals and
nary basement aiong tne line.
be complete in themselves entirely inIhe city of Santa (e in many ways
of any other district.
is unique. Tne inhabitants are as dependent
the minimum of
This
varied in their habits as are those oi cost on plan places a
the city as whole and leaver
a great city; Varying between ex
it with the property owners of each
tremes of tnose who enjoy tne luxury
district to decide when the time is
or necessity of a bath before tirean-las- t
for the construction in their parand one belore retiring, as well ripe
ticular district.
as a liberal use of water in every conIt is not contemplated that any
ceivable way dui'ing tne day. And
of sewerage treatment will be
system
tnose who, in the cities occupy the
for a number of years and
tenements and slum districts, have required
then only when the city's growth en
as great an aversion to tne use oi croaches
on the outfall, and it bewater on their outward persons as a comes a menace to
public health or
Kentucky Colonel has to its use in when interest further down the river
wardly.
demand such a step.
The streets and alleys of Santa le
Therefore the cost given in this pa
Be it known that "caffeine"
the drug in coffee is a poison that works directly on nerves stomach
must be a close second to those ot
covers that of the necessary trunk
per
and heart.
.Boston, if all that is told is to be be- and
intercepting sewers with their
It is hardly as quick in destruction as whisky, but in time, quite as certain.
lieved, and their habit ot making sudlaterals.
principal
Our duty ends with telling the facts. Individuals are, of course, free to follow their own inclination
den turns, many changes of widths
are
based
size
lines
of
all
The
pipe
They can continue the drug and pay the cost in physical suffering or quit and return to comfortable
and in numerous cases ending with on
the amount of sewerage they are
health, provided the disease (stomach, bowels, kidneys, nerves or beart)has not become chronic.
startling abruptness against an adobe expected to carry, which is calculated
It is our work to narrate the facts and offer an easy way to slip off the coffee habit and not feel it.
an
conduced
to
ail
make
engiwall,
on the basis of 15,000 population conIf a good, hot,
cup of Postum is served instead of the coffee, it furnishes the deep seal
neer s hair turn gray when trying to
100
gallons per capita, making
suming
brown beverage which turns to a rich golden brown when cream is added and all the comfort of the
locate a sewerage line without putting 1,500,0 10 gallons per 24 hours. There
a man hole or lantern hole ever fifty will bo weekly and daily
morning cup is there, with this increased and
advantage.
periods of
The drug poison and its effect on stomach, nerves, bowels and heart is gone. In its place day
feet.
maximum flow which must be deter
by day
can
be plainly seen the effects of the change. The killing work of the drug has been stopped. Nature
It is not to be expected that any mined. In the ordinary American
one who knows the conditions in our community Mondays and Saturdays
begins to repair, and is helped tremendously by supplying the needed elements Dame Nature requires
to do her rebuilding.
town, as they now exist, will attempt are the days of maximum flow, and
These elements are in Postum. It is not necessary to take anyone's word for it Try it yourself.
to say that we do not need a system morning and evening are the periods
of sewerage with the disposal point of daily maximum flow.
Quit the coffee ten days. TJte Postum (well made according to easy directions on packages.) Then at
well without the city.
the end of the ten days take account of your gain toward health. If it shows well, (and it will) keep
A discharge of 1,500,000 gallons per
At the present time there are five day is equivalent to a continuous flow
on the good comfortable road.
distinct lines of sewers of more or of 1,050 gallons per minute, assum
There's no joy on earth equal to the joy (24 hours in the day) of perfect health. If you have been a
less extent serving various private ing that the maximum discharge will
coffee victim, you'll appreciate it. Besides, health gives you power to make money, and money rightly
and public
f
interests. The Capital reach two and
times this
used brings comfort.
sewer runs north emptying into the amount or 2,625 gallons per minute.
river about one hundred and fifty feet This will require a trunk sewer 18
west of the Don Gaspar street bridge; inches in diameter, based on the miniwith that from the governor's man- mum fall available. The intercepting
sion discharging about one hundred sewers to be from 10 inches to 15 inch
and fifty feet further down stream. es in diameter, with no laterals less
The Palace avenue Bewer starting than 6 inches.
about opposite the home of Mayor
Man holes or lantern holes are planSeligman, thence on down the avenue, ned for every point where probable
picking up on its way the Palace ho- changes ot grade or alignment take
tel sewerage and ultimately discharg place or where a junction occurs.
ing its filth on the fiat south of the Flush tanks are planned for, to he inD. & R. G. round house.
stalled at the most advantageous
The sewer starting on Cathedral points In every district and by regustreet passing down San Francisco lating the water supply they will disPOSTUM CEREAL COMPANY, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich., TJ, S. A.
street through the business section charge, as often as needed, their four
and discharging Into a cess pool on lor five hundred gallons of water with
D. & R. G.
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New Mexico Military Institute

'

t.--

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANZ SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."

Li

f

uum am,m www

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West 1.1 &u e'evatlon of 1,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv tt&y. bit
It tie raio or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern eolloges Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, llfbt
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,
A Finlay
For particular
ul Illustrated catalogue
address
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

Get Your Holiday Gifts

at a Discount

1

per cent Discount off all
TOYS and DOLLS.

SOLD FROM
THE

12tS.

Suggestions
for Gifts

ffiE 17tll.

INCLUSIVE

EMBROIDERED SCARFS, CENTER PILCES AND DRAWN
WORK. TOILET SETS, PURSES, NECKTIES, etc.

DOLLS - - DOLLS - - DOLLS
Everthing to make the heart of a child
glad, and RFM&MBER the DISCOUNT
on all these seasonable goods sold on the
6 days mentioned.

Toys
Galore:

Adolf SeliijfflatrDry Goads Company
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Reason

RIDE IN THE MOON

Ultimately Rules!

well-mad-

e

n

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

NTA FE GARAGE

S

PalaceAve.

one-hal-

E

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
-

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers Irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
I
We re prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANCHES,
LA RGB
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- LARS H!
men
are
AND
Moneyed
AND
prises, needing capital.
:
Invited tooorrespond with us.
SMALL,
SMALL
f ;
I
NEW
US
LET
ANYTHING
HEW
FROM
MEXICO,
IF YOU NEED
i
YOU,

RANCHES,

Wake Up!
"There's a Reason" for

ST UI
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Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
The Otero County Advertiser, pubFRATERNAL SOCIETIES
FEAM McKAKE, Assistant Cashier
L.
HUGHES.
5.
commenced
lished at Alamogordo,
014351 not coal.
Volume XII this week. How these
Department of the Interior.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
mat
M-J3 Bfii
1
MASONIC.
United States Land Office,
youngsters grow! It only seems yesL!
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
was
and
not,
when
Alamogordo
Vice President. terday
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
Editor and President.
when it first took its shape in the
Montezuma Lodge No
Notice is hereby given that the folloJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuredreams of the Eddy Brothers. Since
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
wing-named
claimant has filed notOF SANTA FE.
mar communication
Entered as Second Class Ma tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
then, Alamogordo has grown into the
of his intention to make final proof
ice
first Monday of eac!
most beautiful town or New Mexico,
of bis claim under sections
$3.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
month a Masonic ha! in support
has had its ups and downs and has
Oldest Banking Institution in
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
.25
Daily per week by carrier
7.30
2.00 become a seasoned community which
at
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&?exio. Established In 1373
amended
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Stats.,
854),
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Master
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before
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weekDemocratic
30.000
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
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Surplus
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
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ly and states in its anniversary ediSanta Fe Chapter No. 1
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de
Marcos
C.
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tion that "the sentiment seems to be
R. A. M.
Regular con- 9, 1911,
transacts a yenera! banking business in all its brancho.
The New MeUcan is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
to vote for the adoption of the consecond Monday ol na Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520 '
vocation
circulation
and
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a
and
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5 E., N.
16
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every postoffice in the Territory,
N.,
35
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in
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and
36,
money on the most Javorabls terms on aU kit. it of
stitution and thereby secure state
each month at Masonic
M. P. M. Surveyed In May 1909.
hood.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
personal and cflaterai security. Buys and sells bond and
He names the following witnesses
"The argument is that to
the
r
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
stocks in all rfi
its customer.
Buys and 31U
ad-to prove his actual continuous
delegates to Santa Fe to do their work VKTHPR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
for-isn
exchange and maks tolejjraphtc transfer
verse possession of said tract for 3 domestic and
over would delay statehood, complicate matters and muddle up things to
Santa Fe Coinmandeiy Nc twenty years next preceding the sur- j c; of money to aU parts of the civiiized world en as liberal term.
no good. The argument goes that it
K. T. Regular conclavi vey of the township, viz:
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
1,
a more stable and enduring governTHE RECALL OF JUDGtw.
is impossible to frame a constitution
in eac!1 Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz Se-- j i fourth
Monday
interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
In principle as well as practice, the ment to view the tendency of the to the exact liking of all the people.
month at Mfl'onic Hall a gura, Antonio Lucero, all oi .rena, p private,
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per
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recall of judges is not only pernicious times to remove the judiciary from
"It is the opinion of the writer
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in.
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but it is the one thing above all the contamination of politics but the that the proposed constitution will
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
who desires to protest ? advance raaifl on consignments ef iivestck a
person
Any
pntducts.
others, that the Socialists are confid- action of the writers of the Arizona be adopted by a handsome majority. W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
against the allowance of said proof, C The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the ba:ikin lift,
hen it is so adopteu by the peoent will destroy the present form of constitution shows they have gone
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and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
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Before

leaving for Old Mexico,
Peabody Prince who has no.
relatives in the west but many friends
promised to write letters for the San-ta Fe New Mexican on what is doing
in Old Mexico, especially among the
insurrectos.
Mr. Prince is a clever writer of
prose and poetry and his wide experience in traveling in foreign countries his adaptability to conditions
that confront him, and his excellent
memory, will serve him to great use
in his adventurous trip. He carries
letters from prominent people to
others of prominence in Mexico and
during the year he spds on the
western coast on an exploring expedl
tlon, he will doubtless have much of
interest to tell of the country, and
people he sees.
Mr. Prince was a brilliant student
at Harvard completing the course in
three years and was a class mate of
Bronson Cutting, at whose home he
visited while in Santa Fe.
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buquerque, are at the Palace. Mr.
Howden is connected with Harvey's
curio store in the Duke City.
Dr. George Bryce, of the Royal Canadian Educational Commission, arrived in the city last night from Winnipeg, Canada, and is at the Palace.
Attorney John Y. Hewitt of White
Oaks, Lincoln county, is at the Palace. He was a member of the last
legislature and will attend the Democratic convention on Saturday.
D. Forsyth, of Berlin, Ontario, and
A. E. Horton of Toronto, Ontario,
members of the Royal Canadian Educational commission now visiting in
this country are at the Montezuma
hotel.
President E. P. Ripley of the Santa
Fe system, and family, passed Lamyj
last night on their way from Chicago
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and
trip,
perintendent
they
Colorado, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy port having had a splendid time.
returned from Albuquerque yesterday. They traveled overland as the north-John Hill, a tourist from San An- em school districts are not on the
railroad.
tonio, California, is at the Claire
Mr. Conway stated today, that it
A. Mennett, Sr., the well known Las was his opinion that northern Santa
Vegas traveling man is here on busi-;F- e
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ness.
at least 600 majority, as the people1
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for Cienega and the Agua Fria school
Dr. C. S. Losey of Las Vegas, came
to the city yesterday to spend a few districts, where he will hold similar
days and is registered at the Palace meetings. ,
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All men in the ranki who attend 4S
drills each year or such equivalent
duty as is prescribed are to be entitled to 25 per cent of the pay of a
man in the regular army. All officers
below the rank of general officers are
to have 15 per cent of the pay of a
regular army officer of like rank.
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ferred the nomination of Judges Rob- of Indigestion.
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the raind.
1
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No matter if you call your trouble
County
Superintendent, erts and Wright of New Mexico, to a
John V. Conway, returned this mornwhich probably will re- Catarrh of the Stomach, Nervousness
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
or Gastritis, or by any other name-alw- ays
ing from a trip to the northern school port next Monday.
districts, where he addressed parents
remember that a certain cure
'Q
is waiting at any drug store the momeetings at Pojoaque, School District SENATOR PENROSE IS
No. 1; Jacona, School District No.
FRIEND OF THE MILITIA. ment you decide to begin its use.
O. K. BARBER SHOP
16; San Ildefonso School District No.
Pape's Diapepsin will regulate any
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N M
a; ocnooi district ro. zy; school jjis- - Washington, D. C, Dec. 15. Serv
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met wo. is; banta Jruz, bchool Dis-i.c- e
members of the national utes, and digest promptly, without
for
pay
MEMORY
tnct No. 28 ; Los Cuarteles, School guard is provided in a bill introduced any fuss or discomfort, all of any kind
is like a halo that's ever round us. District No. 20; Chimayo, School Dis- - hy Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvania, of food you eat
pack may be heavy, but it's never trict No. 14; Nambe, School District
HACK LINE His
No. 15.
too large to carry.
The meetings were largely attend' Prom
ed by the parents of school children.
PUR DELICATE PERFUME
H.
the CompulConway spoke upon
KAUNE & Ro.
BARRANCA TO TAOS FOR XMAS TIME.
sory Education Law, and the importSouth
We
North
extracts
that almost ance of parents insisting that their
have a triple
Meets Both
outlast the year.
children learn the English language.
A Healthful, Delicious Bever-Hawaiia- n
Bounds Trains.
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ot
Pine- arrival
on
the
Leaves Barranca
age DOLE'S
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many benefits that statehood would
the north bound train and arrives at
:
Juice
2381
apple
bring to New Mexico, but mainly- to
are elegant but not expensive,
Taos at 7 p. m.
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the educational interests, the most
"
Ten miles shorter than any other
of which was, the absolute
important
way. Good covered hack and good
THE CAPITAL
guarantee of at least five months of
teams.
school to each and every district in
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We have a new and handsome line of Navajos which
make most acceptable gifts typical of the country.
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First National Bank
OF
SANTA FE.

These certificates are issued for
deposits of 50. and
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of four per
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Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

CENT per

annum, payable annually or
are negotiable; good as collateral .security, and can be
renewed at interest periods.
Call on us or write for further information.
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COAL YARD

Lumber and all hinds
of building material

,

j

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

j

Phone Red 100
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RIPE FRUIT NOW

CLARENDON
GARDEN

TRY IT

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
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POULTRY
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FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. tituckeu
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only. No chance of Tuberculosis terms nor Ptomaine polsonlne.
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With a New Perfection Oil Heater
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"When clothes can't be hung
outside, and must be dried in a
room or cellar, the New Perfection
Oil Heater quickly does the work,
of sun and air. You can hang up
the wet clothes, light your Perfection Oil Heater, open the damper
top, and the heat rises and quickly
dries the clothes.
Do not put off washing to
await a sunny day in order to avoid
mildew. Dry your washing any
day with hot air from a

Delegate

i'rrooso

i;l marron

Kurian

Ute l'ark. N. M..

Ar

p

.:i)ntiiieeU (u doli'ii wltli K. V. A- S. V. My, train both
StastJ 'or Van ft'iuten X, M. meet-- i trains at Preston X.I M.I
Sttvtd leav ss ti'tu I'urlc. X. U.. fur riilz ilx.thtjmi, X. M., nt 9;0O .1. m, dally
imihiys. K.ir. i vi ohm way .51.50 round trip; rtfty pound baggage carried
U )ln4. X. M-- , 1 :r tbu tiKitti at U:'.l p. m. arrives frc
O.
South at 4.38 a. in.
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J. VAN HOUTEN,

The article is as follows:
"Section 1. The MILITIA of this
state shall consist of all
male citizens between the ages ol
except such
eighteen and forty-five- ,
as are exempt by laws of the United
Slates or of this state. The ORGANIZED MILITIA shall be called the
'National Guard of New Mexico,' of
which the governor shall be the comma-

does not need
An indicator shows the amount of oil in the font. Filler-cato be screwed down, but is put in like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the
built
Finished in japan or nickel, strong and durable,
font by a chain.
tor service and yet light and ornamental. It has a cool handle and a damper top.

V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

If not at yours,

write

for descriptive circular

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

ASK FOR TICKETS

-
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St. Paul writes in substance,
as tuilows:
"When liefrsD ustirjf Diindcrfno mv fuilr
would not mine to my slmuiders aiM imw
it fb away lieiuw uiy hips."
Another from Newark, N. J.
" I have been
using Panderlnc
WhPitl 11m Btarted to lur it i hailregularly.
vrrhair, how have the rnofit. iH'iuit If tiling
and thick iialr anyone would waal i hsive."'
A lady from
1

tJ--

i

v.

Vk

at all druggists in three
sizes 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle
Danderine enjoys a greater oale than

NOW

"

any other one preparation regardless of kind
or hrar.cl, nnd it has a rtu ch greater sale than
all of the other hair preparations in the
world combined.

.:

m

FHllE To sllow how quickly Dsnderina
acts, we will send a larire sample free by return mail to anyone who
sends this free coupon to the

Cut
This
Out

KNOVLTOM
DANDERINE
CO., CHICAGO,
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intellect
thought
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still cleaning house. In the few years control the will and reform conduct, forty-fivthis constitutional enactment in this constitution, there are so many existence, and for other purposes,"
that he has ruled the Catholic church, They do not reflect tbat while moral by
drafted or conscripted (it is not a good things in it that I, as a Demo- approved July 12, 1882, as amended
the successor of Leo XIII. on the pa- - instructions are useful for all,' confermatter) into the slate crat, will support it," said Col. W. S. by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
s
are so only to a few, and that voluntary
ral throne is credited with more
; and while in such service, are
militia
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
Hopewell this morning.
of
even these ew, if the orator occupied
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the
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the
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others
discipline
Hopewell
church activity than any Roman pon- himself more with their conduct by
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stated his belief that the constitution in the County of Santa Fe, and Terri-i- f
tional strife, Pius X. has managed to from their prejudices against the faith my,That criticism
is
characterisitself
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dispositions.
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will bring about an era of pros fled in its amended articles of associa-peritenough
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writer
false
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impressions
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on December 2, 1930.
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X. still bent upon the destruction of; Augustine referring to the words of
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not produced its proper fruit," and.
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to
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glories
even necessary
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etc. In the first part of the trary to religion." At the same time, own
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to
the
Leo XIII. relative
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should be prohibited.
Young table for its external show than for those who can thus be called, persons
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aspiring to preach the word of God. meetings or learned gatherings Is
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In commenting upon this injunction quite out of touch with the majesty the article were taken almost verof Leo XIII., Pius X. says that "from of the house of God."
hi y
batim from the constitution of Utah,
all this it will be clear that the proper
Subjects Not Only Grievance.
and are to be found in substance in
X
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The subject matter of sermons is the constitution of the United States
subjects for preaching are the Aposties' creed, the ten commandments, not the only reason of complaint, the and in the constitutions of nearly evthe precepts of the church, the sacra- - Pope makes known.
ery state in the Union. I have a few
A
.
ments. the virtues and vices, the du- - "There are other reasons," he writes of the constitutions now before me
tics of one's station in life, the four "and grave ones, as regards style and and I find the same sections in words
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last things and the other eternal form of sermons preached.
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substance
the
constitutions of
in
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"Too often the style of contempor- - these states:
truths of the same kind.
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not
of
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variance ington, North Dakota, South Dakota,
I
ary eloquence
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Popular Applause.
"But today," he adds, "the ministers, with the clearness of that evangelical Ohio, North Carolina, New York, Wyof the Divine word only too often pay simplicity which it should possess, but oming, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri
but small attention to this rich and is mostly made up of clashing words and Montana. I have not access at
of
recondite
the
mine
and
subject. They negthoughts beyond
important
present to others, but do not doubt
lect it and almost reject it as some- - grasp of the people. This is deplor- that they are to the same effect.
thing useless and superannuated, able and to be lamented; in the words
Those states have had such provisKnowing well as they do that the sub- - of the prophet: 'The little ones asked ions for years and we have never
jectB we have just enumerated are lit- - for bread and there was no one to heard of their citizens being "drafted
tie calculated to win popular applause, break it for them.' But even more r or conscripted," to do strike duty or
which they are so eager, and seek- - mentable still is the fact that so many other similar service.
The constituing their own interests and not those sermons are destitute of the religious tional provisions in question, do not
change the rule existing at present,
and no one knows that better than
Mr. Fergusson,
at-- i
and this cheap
HON. JOSE D. SENA.
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tempt to deceive well meaning people
Forand thus get them to oppose this Delegate in the Constitutional Convention From Santa Fe County and
mer Mayor of Santa Fe,
on
constitution, cannot fail to
the parties responsible for it.
F, E. WOOD.
I had a mishap at the
of
In
which
left
me
bad
41,
Hon. Jose D. Sena, delegate in the ed interpreter for the first district
age
fix, writes Mrs. Georgia Usher, of Conyers, Ga.
constitutional convention from Santa court.
GAIN PAST
( I
METHODIST
M
was unconscious for three days, and after that I
In local public affairs he has exYEAR WAS ONLY 63,047. Fe county, former mayor of Santa Fe,
would have fainting spells, dizziness, nervousness, sick
and supreme court clerk, is a native hibited a keen interest and he was a
of Santa Fe. He was born here in member of the first school board of
headache, heart palpitation and many strange feelings.
Official Says Accessions
Carr.e Only
1S67 the son of Major Sena, for many the city of Santa Fe and now is presby Spectacular Means and Through
years one of the most prominent citi- ident of that board. He has served a
M "te and had 3 doctors, but they did no good, so I concluded
Sporadic Meetings.
zens of New Mexico. Mr. Sena was number of terms as city councilman.
10
irjr caraui.
and a
A
staunch Republican
educated at St. Michael's College and
'Since taking Cardui, I am so much better and can do
Chicago, Dec. 15. The entire mem- Jesuit
of
both
the
at Las Vegas, and later master
English
all my housework."
College
bership of the Methodist Episcopal at the St. Louis University
languages, he inbeing grad- and Spanish
church Increased 63,047 last year, acuated from the last in 1885.
198
speeches in one
terpreted
cording to a statement made today to
After teaching in St. Catherine's In- month
durin"
the exciting conthe Chicago Methodist Ministerial as- dian school for two
he was In- gressional campaign In 1904, excelling
years
sociation by the Rev. David G. Dowterpreter for the United States Indian the highest record in this work up
ney, corresponding secretary of the agency at Santa Fe for a year and a to that time.
board of Sunday schools.
half and then became private secrePersonally known to all the attorJ41
The secretary further surprised his tary to Governor Prince, filling that neys of the bar of New Mexico who
hearers by saying:
position for about three years. The have practiced before the supreme
"We have ceased to expect acces- year following he engaged fn business court Mr. Sena has won their regard
Do not allow yourself to get into a bad fix. You might
and in San Miguel county, after which he and good will by his never ending
sions from the regular church
Sunday school meetings. We find that became chief clerk in the auditor's of- courtesy.
get in so bad you would find it hard to get out
we can Increase our membership only fice from April 1892 until 1896, being
Better take Cardui while there is time, while you are
In the constitutional convention Mr.
occasional spectacular and sporad- the first to fill that position. He was Sena saw to it that the rights of the
still in moderately good health, just to conserve your
by
strength
elected a member of the House in the native people were protected and he
ic meetings."
and keep you in tip top condition.
32nd legislative assembly in 1897 and was at all times a staunch defender
In this way your troubles, whatever they are, will gradacserved one term. He was made sec- of a safe and sane constitution free
are
In
tonlo
Pills
Kidney
Foley
ually grow smaller instead of larger you will be on the
tion, quick in results, end restore the retary of the commission appointed from frills and isms.
instead of the down and by and bye you will
As mayor of Santa Fe from 1908 to
natural action of the kidifcyg and in that year to compile the laws of
arrive at the north pole of perfect health.
correct irregularities. New Mexico, in June 1898 Mr. Sena 1910 Mr. Sena was progressive, widebladder.
They
Get a bottle at your druggists' today.
was appointed clerk of the supreme awake and courageous, and secured
on
eartft
try court which position he has held for many improvements for the Ancient
If you want anything
twelve years. Mr. Sena has also act City.
a New Mexican Want, Aa.
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From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
HI Paso & Southwestern
System

The Best Route
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SHIP YOUR FRElGHTl

is to the hair what fresh showers
It
o( rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
goes right to the roots, invigorates and

strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to grow
It at
ahundantly long, strong and beautiful.
once imparts a sparkling briilinncy nnd velvety softness to the hair, and a few weeks'
use will cause new hair to sprout all over the
Use it every day for a short time,
scolp.
after which two or three times a week wil
be sufheient to complete whatever growtt
you desire.
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and smokeless.
It has an automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader, which
from
turned
wick
the
high enough to smoke, and
being
prevents
is easy to remove and drop back, so the wick can be quickly
cleaned. Burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because of a new device in construction, and can always be easily
unscrewed for rewicking.
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(Albuquerque Journal.)
Attorney General F. W. Clr.ncy in
his article, replying to H. B.
attack on the constitution,
stated that there was doubt as to the
wisdom or necessity of making any
reply to those attacks; the reason for
them being so apparent. This has
been my belief. I find, however, to
my surprise, that many
people have been deceived by that (
part of the tirade that referred to thej
militia article of the constitution;
and not understanding the real situa-- J
tion. are taking the criticism serious--

Absolutely smohless and odorless
It gives fust as much heat as you desire. It is safe, odorless
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f. 00
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F. E. Wood Points
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spirit, the atmosphere of Christian
piety, that Divine force and virtue of
the Holy Spirit which appeals to the
soul and leads it gently to what is
right a force and virtue which should
always assimilate preaching to the'
words of the apostle: 'My speech and
my preaching was not in the persua-
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able-bodie-

j

'

H

able-bodie- d

EXCURSION FARES

Rate of one fare for Round
II

H

y

trip between all stations
on the

pi

O. QRAN D B

TICKETS ON SALE
Iec. 23, 24, 25, 26 & 31
Also January 1st. &2ad.

CONSTITUTION

con-tha-

J

--

1

n

slum-sermon-

1

II

Jl

wL.

...

.

'

--

1V

'

TO- -

GO

lit

A
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t
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CALIFORNIA
VIA THE SANTA FE'

la-fo-

WINTER TOURIST

RATES

ON SALE NOW

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

56,9C

CITY OP MEXICO,

38. 15,

CAM CPANOTQriM

iftf! on

PHOENIX, ARIZ, $45.55

Long time limit

Liberal atop-ove- r
priv;leges
and
Tourist Sleepers.
Through Pullman
Comfortable Chair Cars., Steam
Heated and Electric Lighted.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.,

For further information, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call Jon or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.

In Bad Fix

re-a-

1

la

,

R0SWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecUng with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & SanU Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arriv
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m; arrive

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished te accommodate any number of pa&sengera
to make special connections with an)
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Ros-

well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate foi
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer 'passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

The Woman's Tonic

up-gra- de

imiiks
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1910.

'
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THE WRONG KIND

DEPEW ON TIPPING

Midnight came, and still the bore
howed no signs of moving.
"Do you like music?" asked the beautiful girl, just to break the monotony.
"Passionately fond of It," replied the
bore. "In fact, do you know, music always carries me away!"
She dropped on to the piano seat
and rattled off several popular aire;
then, suddenly wheeling round, said:
"You are sail here?"
,
"Ye-es,- "
yawned the bore.
"But I thought you said musio ai
rways carried you away?"
"Bo I did music."
But he didn't stay much longer.

EVIL.

SURE.

"Tipping gets worse and worse on
the other side," said Senator Depew In
a recent interview.
"A New Mexican told me that at Ue
Savoy in London he went to have a
wash before luncheon, but saw a pla
card on a mirror saying:
" 'Please Up the basin after
using.'
"This made the man so angry that
he rushed from the washroom muttering:
" 'No!

j

I'll go dirty first'

"The New Mexican added that, after
he got his lunch, he tipped the waiter,
the waiter's two helpers, the man who
gave him his bat and gloves and the
man who whistled for a taxi. The vehicle rolled out Into the Strand, and
All Beautiful.
our friend leaned back with a sigh of
The young man climbed down from
the coach and approached the hotel relief, when he wis aware of a boy in
buttons running along beside the winClerk.
dow.
"Any pretty girls here?" he asked,
'"Well, what do you want?" said
Itaiskly.
the New Mexican, savagely.
"They are all pretty, sir," responded
" 'A few coppers, sir accordln' to
The Head Usher The leader of the
lie genial hotel clerk.
the usual custom, sir,' the boy panted. orchestra has skipped without
"What proof have I of that?"
paying
did
do?"
what
snarled his musicians.
""Why,
you
"Well, do you see that shabby, ema- the New Mexican.
The Manager Well, he beats the
ciated woman sitting out on the lawn?
" 'It you please, sir," said the boy, 1
band,
doesn't he?
Bhe Is a "beauty doctor.' She came
aw you get into the cab.' "
flown here to beautify the summer
of girls and they are already eo
NO FRIEND OF HIS.
beautiful she Is almost starring for
TOO MUCH OF A BAD THING.
(want of trade."
Without another word the young
pan registered for two weeks.

fill

bought a holible Jdrt
Its style was very fine.
But is was t!fd io t)rht it hurt
Around the ankle line.

Mu!Mn

"Oh, what's the use of growling?"
The optimists Inquire.
The chaps who're always (fowling
Their friends and neighbors tix.

And
It
And
Of

yet she rathsr likeJ It when
showed her well-sho- d
feet
offered KilmpseB now and then
so
neat.
hosiery

Oh, what's the use of looking
Upon the darker side?
The ship of Hope Is booking-Co- me
on, let's take a rid-- !

And
Of
And
In

so unto a man she went
greHt srymnastlo skill.
many hours a day she spent
practise with a will.

Pride of Ownership.
"There's something wrong
perspective of this picture."

,

col-cm- y

ACROBATIC ELEGANCE.

"Oh. what's the use of sinning?"
The cheerful people say.
la truth, there's no denying
Tia seldom found to pay.

Overcome.
"I understand Plpps fainted dead
away In a restaurant yesterday morning."
"So he did."
"What was the cause?"
"Plpps had just ordered an orange
and a cup of coffee for his breakfast,
when he overheard a man at an
table ordering an extra sirloin,
French fried potatoes, three fried eggs,
sliced tomatoes and a plate of hot
rolls."

H

!AGE 8EVEH

WANTED 'EM BACK.

OH, WHAT'S?

i

M.

FOR RENT

jail modern

The

Barber

Some

hair

restorer,

sir?

Man in Chair Yes, if it'll res'-orthe) hairs you've Just rubbed oft.

in the

ALL THERE.

FOR SALE Cows, horses and
Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch
Galisteo St
i

SO)

Always.
ffust stop to think when all seems lost,
The lesson Nature teaches
pesplte the annual fatal frost,
We always get our peaches.
Judge.
I

Barred.
"I am going to enter the contest,"
said the aviator, "to see which
can drop the most objects onto
a battleship; I don't know whether to
use eggs or oranges."
"Oh, take a pan of my biscuits,"
cooed the wife.
"My dear, this Is imitation war, not
real war."

Housewife Shame! You are going
Judge You are regarded as one of to the dogs!
Tramp Caller Not at all, lady; I'm
the shrewdest confidence men In the
tryln' to keep out o' dere way.
country, and yet you are here.
Prisoner Yes; I guess it was a
case of
your honor.

bird-ma-

REASONS.

Where's his wife?
Jack Over In the corner looking dis
gusted.

Excessive Punishment.
From Manuel's
Gilt throne they yanked him,
When at the worst
They should have spanked him.

j

TYPEWRITERS

n

j

j

j

Pessimistic.
Ring out, ring out the wedding betts.
True love must run its course;
Although deep in our hearts ws fear
There'll soon be a divorce--

j

j
l

Visitor Do you think that mosquitoes carry malaria?
Farmer I dunno; they never took
any away from here.

HIS

BAD

HABIT.

FIRST THING.

tot

The Professor's Plan.
"I think I should like to Uave a
college degree," said Mr. Dustin Stax.
"Have you been engaged In any
great or Important work?" asked the

A

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE.

"See here, I gave you a dime last
week!"
"Yes, sir; I'm afraid dat In me better days I got inter de habit of satin
twicet a week!"
.

!

ABSENT TREATMENT.

First Reformer It's about time for
your committee to begin its campaign
against vice.
Second Reformer Oh! no; they
haven't had all their pictures in the
newspapers yet.

PAID

FOR HIS FUN.

S

n

LITTLE BUT ACTIVE.

T

Once Cupid, the frolicsome laddie,
With quiver and arrows would call,
But he now takes a man for a caddie,
And uses his heart for a ball

you wus goin' to da

dent- -

"Naw! I fought I'd take this
absent treatment"

here

"Fought

Drones,
Jfs well to take your time, but I'm
Afraid the loss will swell.
most of us who take our time
Hake others' time as well.
Cathollo Standard and Times.

Redd

That's Different.
Thought you told me that
e
power machine of

ras a
fours.
Greene So It la.
"Well, I noticed It took only one
torse to pull It home!"
ten-hors-

j

0

Ti

The

"That man

Is

SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
FOR MOTHERS.
Mrs. D. Gilkeson, 326 Ingles Ave.,
Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom by
experience.
"My little girl had a severe cold and coughed almost continuously.
My sister recommended
Foley's Honey and Tar. The first dose
I gave her relieved the inflammation
in her throat and after using only one
bottle her throat and lungs were entirely free from Inflammation. Since
then I always keep a bottle of Foley's
Hoeny and Tar in the house. Accept
no substitute. Sold by Capital

or

I paid

AWFUL DEATH

lsnt always size that wins.
For quality counts more
than
freight
The small mosquito takes a man
Ail of ten thousand times his weight

-

Office Boy The bis busy now.
Will you wait in ths anteroom?
Silas Clover
young feller,
cant I wait in the uwle room?

And Once Is Enough.

A Ticklish Matter.
The Airship man,
While taking flight.
Still thinks about
A place to light.

Honors Not All His.
"Of course," Mrs. Lapsllng was saying. "Peary found the north pole, but
he never could have done it, let me
tell you, If he hadn't had those Equinox dogs along."

Church Electric-ligh- t
plants,
guess, Yonkers Statesman.

The Natural Output.
"When one sows wild oats, what
sort of a crop does he get?"
"The natural supposition is that the
trait of his labors Is a lot of lemons."

'jftnT

Not So Green.
I ran over a man
Miss Knowsitt When a man la
"Yeou city chaps think yeou are
yesterday and it didn't hurt him a bitl
he sees all his past life durdrowning
don't
drawled
smart,
the
Second Chauffeur How was that? pretty
yeou?"
awful ordeal.
the
ing
farm
lad.
"Ever
to
been
one
of our
First Chauffeur It killed him InMr. Sinner Gracious!
What as
spelling bees?"
stantly!
"Never had the pleasure," responded awfully unpleasant death!
the city boarder.
Guess.
The Point of View.
"Wal, by heck,
missed a lot
He wanted a hat.
"I can't see," he said, "why we may Now, our favorite yeou've
is ice."
catch
word
His wife did, too:
not become platonlc lovers."
Which (rot a new lid?
has three letters.
"Why, that
"I can," she replied, "unless you Why should theonly
leave It to you!
I
word Ice bo so poputhink you will be able to support a lar?"
wife as soon as it develops Into some"Because It Is easy to slip on. Ha,
Something In s Name
thing else."
hs ha !'.'..
"Pretty smart girl, eh?"
"You bet she's smart. Why, last
Where He Goes Lame.
Out of Place.
that gal trapped a
spring
Biggs He's one of those chaps skunks down here in Poppleton's
"Everything a woman has she puts
who borrow from Peter to pay Paul, woods an' sent th' skins to Noo York
on her back."
"Thepiny wife will look funny wear- lsnt he?
to be made up. Now she's got one of
Diggs Yes; but the trouble with th' finest sets of Alaskan sables you
new breastpin I gave her
ing
Is
he
doesnt
him
that
pay PauL
.
ever laid eyes on!"

First

fire-eater-

"So I should judge by his supply of
hot air."

tht

Chauffeur

yes-rda-

,.

$4.05

LAS VEGAS

Helps Plants.
Church Here's an Item that says
the use of electric lights will make
plants grow.
Gotham I wonder what kind of

plants?

a

j3

Sa-a-

Do not turn backward.
Oh, Time, In your flight!
We Just finished checking
Last month's bills last night
'

Test

a regular

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Register.

You seem to

regard this as a free show!
The Kid Not free, mister;
two cents for the' banana.

half-doze- n

'

BASHFUL.

Conir., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Maurlclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M tor the claim 4372 In Sec. 7.
T. 20 N., R. 1 w., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W.. N. M. P. M.
He names the roilowing witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession ol said tract tor twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sasches.
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
Cuba. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why uch
proof should cot be allowed will i9
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO.

It

PAINLESS.

They should lead
A dog's life now.

,

The Victim (angrily)

"No, I don't think Reggy will ever
learn to run his auto."
"Why not?"
"He's always trying to roll a cigarette and guide the machine at the
same time."

!

Could Afford It.
Tactful Reproach.
"How rich Is he?"
"Am I the only girl you ever krredt"
"Immensely
wealthy. He's had
"Why, wouldn't you rather have
very operation the doctors could yourself preferred by an experienced
think of."
taste?"
,

(013780.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4372

A

.

htf

'

A Deceiver.
"He is superintendent of the Sunday school and a leading man In the
community, isn't he?"
"Yes, but I am greatly disappointed
in him."
"When we were young folks he proposed to me and when I rejected him
he said he would go to the dogs,"

-- 1

They will tell how they enjoyed H,
They will pity
But secretly they'll envy
The one who never roams.
Who takes at home his comforts,
Cool excursions when he will.
And when vacation's ended,
.Finds aJiJo ths goojj his t8L
And They Probably WW.
Dogs as bridesmaids!

Still Better.
Mrs. Blase Have you begun your
Just So.
suit for divorce?
"Every magazine tells you how to
Mrs. Hlghupp No, but I've begun
fceep a wife's love."
the suit I'm going to wear when I get
"Well?"
"But you have to pay a lawyer to toy divorce. Puck.
tell you how to get a divorce."
Decidedly Not
"Does this train Btop at Willow
Naughty Boy.
Grove?"
"I have been waiting for a week to
"No, boss," replied the porters "It
Bee you the worst way," he said.
even hesitate."
dont
to
You ought
have coma
on
hour earlier when she had her bathing
Ready and Anxious.
"Yon shouldn't criticize Bigsley so
suit on," her brother hastily replied.
severely for his failure to get along
While Ma Does I.
with his wife. Just put yourself In
AH summer she has kept her sleeves
his place."
Rolled up her arms are brown;
"I'm going to as soon as the lady
But home again, with work to do.
dm yronipiir rous cnem Gown.
gets her divorce."

Enough Said.
he devoted to his wtfeT"
"He goes shopping with her, when
might be at the tan park."

Remedy.
"Uneasy lies the head that wears a
said
the
student of contempocrown,"
rary history, shaking his head.
They needn't be uneasy if they
den't want to," rejoined old Bibulous.
"Why don't they hang up their crowns
on the costumer and if they want a
sound sleep, take a good old American
nightcap?"

WHO COME BACK.

They are coming from the mountain.
They are coming from the sea;
They are coming from the forest.
From the farm where nature be;
They are coming from the uplands.
They are coming from the plain.
For vacation time is short'ning,
And they're coming home again.
In the mountains It was stuffy,
By the sea 'twas very hot;
They shot nothing In the forest.
And the nature stuff was rot;
In the uplands it was stupid,
And mosquitoes loved the plain.
Bo they're glad vacation's over,
And they're coming home again.

Notice for Publication.

cm

First Kid Tommy Jinks certainly
Is stuck on himself.
Second Kid No
His
wonder.
mother Is a cook and his old man Is
the Janitor of an apartment house.

MEN

Compensation.
Dan
of
Congressman
Anthony
Leavenworth, Kan., a nephew of the
late Susan B. Anthony, has a
son who looks at the practical side of things every time. Not
long ago his father had to go to
When the day of deWashington.
parture arrived Mrs. Anthony said to
the boy:
"Son, aren't we going to be lonesome when papa goes away?"
"Yes," replied the boy; "but well
have a lot more cream for our oat.
meal."

This if You Want the
Benefit.
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suf-- ,
fered with a severe case of lumbago
"The pains were so intense I was fore
ed to bydomeric injections for relief.
These attacks started with a pain mi
the small of my back which gradually
became fairly paralyzing.
My attention was attracted to Foley's Kidr-Remedy and 1 am glad to say after
using this wonderful medicine I am
no longer bothered In any way by my
old enemy lumbago." Sold at
Capital
Pharmacy.
You Must Read

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Compared.
Notice Is hereby given that the Jot
Homer Did you ever see a mumlowing-nameclaimant has filed nomy?
tice of bis Intention to make final
Trotter Yes.
Homer What did It look like?
under
proof in support of his
Trotter Did you ever see a dried sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., S54), as amended by
apple?
Homer Yes.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
Trotter Well, that's a mummv on 470), and that said proof will be made
i a small scale.
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct

"'""

An Explanation Needed.
"Pets cost a deal to feed, don't
they? I have an Angora that drinks a
pint of cream a day."
"I have a pet that takes several
pecks of food at one meal."
"Gracious! Is it an elephant?"
"No; a canary."

1

j

Mora Clvlo Rivalry.
Squire Durnitt We don't have any professor.
"Indeed, I have. I've been going
Burglaries in Lonelyville, and you've over my enormous pay roll."
tiad half a dozen or more In your
"Ah? Perhaps we might take some
lawn.
recognition of your proficiency in the
Uncle Welbygosh (of Drearyhurst) hire
mathematics."
Ther' ain't nothln In your blamed
Did town that's wuth stealln', an' the
feurglara all know it
FROM ARCHERY TO GOLF.
i

KLFX'T
TABLE BOAR D 1 I o me
uijnu.ft, ft iivi uar. niou ucauuiuit;
furnished front room, suitable for two
(rentiemen. Bath, Electric lights. Mrs.
Summers, lis Don Caspar Ave.
i

j

Statesman.

whole

FOR RENT Six room furnished
house best location in town. Lease
six to eighteen months. 0. C. Watson
& Co.

Yon-ker-

the

40f

K--

"Oh, that's due to the relative importance of the house in the eyes of
the artist. That is a picture of his
new bungalow."
Shocked.
I see it Is said that certain species of fish generate measurable quantities of electricity In their
bodies.
Bacon Yes, I believe that is so.
"Were you ever shocked by a flab,
you caught, dear?"
"No, but I've been Knocked by some
s
of the fish stories I've heard."

He's amusing

wag-- :

j

Mrs. Bacon

Jack

Three furnished rooms
conveniences, 316 Grant

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
iaients furnished. Ribbons and sup--;
;illes. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlters guar-- I
aiiteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
ehatise. Phone Black Ti.
FOR
SALE Handsome
quarter
sp 3u!!J doi jaiioj '?(S3p yv.o r3.i.a
7
,lLi ism
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Grace Did Helen ever get a prize Cost $100 will sell for $00. Also havs
;one substantial desk in splendid con-- !
at golf?
Maud Well, she thought so until dition for lower price, inquire New
Mexican.
she married him.

mole-bill.-

AT THE RECEPTION.

Browd.
Tom

102

on.

j

,&vm

Furnished room,

I

ANOTHER FOOZLE.

-

--

FOR RENT Furnished Tent house
for housekeeping, ICO Garcia

At last she is prepared to meet
The hot-blskirt's demands,
Bhe doesn't try to use her feet,
Put walks upon her hands.

"Yes."
"The house in the foreground looks
like a mountain and the mountain in
the background looks like a
"

'

FOR RKNT
Chapelle St.

I

Vain Regret.
"If you had begun to save up when
I told you you would have a nice little
home now."
"No, I wouldn't."
"Yes, you would, easily."
"No, I wouldn't; I'd have a nice little auto, darn it!"
Letting Father in.
"I am going to ask your father tonight for your hand in marriage."
"How dreadfully
yon

are."
"In what way?"
"Don't ask him, tell him."

Still Living.
"Do you believe that the diplodocus

still exists?"
"Did up to last week."
"You astonish me! Are you not mistaken?"
"Nope, I married her daughter."

AND RETURN
account of

New Mexico

Educational
Association Meeting
Dec. 27th to29ih 1910
A fare and one fifth for tbe
round trip has been authorized
from a;l points in New Mexico
including, Trinidad and El

Paso.

Dates of SalejDec. 26th, to ith.
Return LimitJanuary 2nd, Hill.

Side Ride to
Santa Fe, from
Las Vegas,

$3.35
FROM LAMY 75c,
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
"SANTA FE All The WAY'

PAGE EICHT.

goes to St. Louis and Indianapolis and
there the members of the commission
ROYAL
return to Canada leaving however,
Dr. Bryce in this country. He will go
to Washington and then to Baltimore,
to visit the Johns Hopkins University and thence to Providence, R. I.,
where Dr. Bryce will attend the anWill Study Industrial Train- nual meeting of the Archaeological
Institute of America as delegate from
ing and Technical
the Winnipeg Archaeological Society.
After this meeting he will return to
Toronto. About January 10 the commission will reassemble at Ottawa
and wi! study the educational systems
IS
SAVANTS
of the French towns of the Province
of Quebec and returns to New York
City, visiting Brooklyn, Philadelphia,
After Touring United States and
then Pittsburg.
Will Visit Many Counties
To Visit Europe.
Abroad
The commission will sail March 10
for Europe where it will visit EngScotland.
France, Germany,
The Royal Commission on Industrial) land,
Sweden, Denmark and
Switzerland,
and
Technical
Education of
Training
Canada was in Santa Fe today. The Belgium. The members return to Cacommissiou consists of .lames W. Rob-- ! nada about the middle of August and
chairman:' between that and the close of 1911
erlson, C. M. G.; LL.D.,
Hon. John N. Armstrong, Rev. George. will prepare a report.
Arrived Last Night.
Bryce. M. A., LL.D., F. R. S. C;
The commission arrived here last
I)e Serres; Gilbert XI. Murray,!
H. A.; David
Forsyth, B. A.; James night at 11 p. m. from Los Angeles
Simpson, Thomas Bengough, C. S. R., and went to hotels here. This morning they visited the New Mexico Mussecretary ; Edward Horton, agent.
The commission was created by the eum and this afternoon they visited
royal proclamation of George V. and the II. S. Indian Industrial School
has regular legal powers to summon near this city. They they will be enwitnesses to give it information de- tertained informally at "El Nido" the
sired. These powers of course hold Spanish bungalow of Sylvanus
Morley on Washington avenue.
good only by courtesy outside of the'
The commission will leave this af
British rule.
The commission started on its touri ternoon for Kansas City.
Dr. Bryce Talks.
Inly 12. from Toronto and examined!
SB towns and cities of western CanaDr. Bryce was interviewed by a
da and called before it over a thou- representative of the New Mexican
sand witnesses on technical and indus- this afternoon and he said that Canada
trial education needs. Portland, Ore- is in much the same position as the
gon, was the first, city in the United United States as regards solving the
States visited by the Canadian gentle- problem of what to teach the poorer
men. Then San Francisco and a trip hoys and girls who will never enjoy
was made to the Universities of Cali- the advantages of a
university train
fornia and Leland Stanford. Los An- ing. "Many leave the schools of Cageles was also visited and then Santa nada before the age of 14 years and
Fe, which is the only place from Los are unfitted to make a living. As a
Angeles to Kansas City that is on the university man I believe in this educommission's itinerary.
cation which fits the youth for a uniFrom Kansas City the commission versity course hut at the same' time I

GOllSin

FROMJANADA

I GROCERY AND BAKERY
1

SUGAR

I

PURE LARD

31b. 50c

2024 :nd

CON

FOR

1(;lb.

1.00
60c.
45c.

STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
FRESH COLO. RANCH

3
B

DRY SALT BACON

--

-- 51b

lOib.

',c

35c

COMEOJF

201b.

!,4o

30c lb.
lb. 15c- - PREMIUM HAMS 20c lb.

WE HAVE EVERTHING THERE IS TO
EAT AND OUR

Piee
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I'HE SANTA YE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. If

PRICES ARE

RIGHT.

ft l

F. ANDREWS

No. 4.

see the necessity of an, industrial
training, especially along agricultural lines in Canada."
Dr. Bryce said that he was greatly
impressed with the schools of Los
Angeles, especially the school at
where a high school is arranged like a university with separate
schools for teaching trades and scien-

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGEST IONS
GENTLEMEN, GET THESE CHRISTMAS
GIFTS, AND BE AHEAD IN THE LONG RUN

Holy-woo-

Silk Crepe Dress Patterns at, per yard
Persian Silk Waist Patterns, per yard
Men's Bath Robes, Warm and Beautiful

ces.

Need of Industrial School.
"There can be no doubt that in Canada at least 60 per cent of the children stop their schooling before the
age of 14 and I hear in the United
States even a higher per centage
leave school before the eighth grade
is reached. Certainly an industrial
and technical training is necessary
for such pupils and we are irf hopes
of learning by travel through this
country and Europe what is the best
system to put in force in Canada."

$1.25

.,..$1.00
and up
Sweater Coats
$1.00 to $7.50
Ladies' and Gents Neckwear, the newest fads and fancies at right
$4-5-

prices.

Handkerchiefs, the finest line every brought to Santa Fe for both
Men and Women 5c to 50c.
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Minor City Topics
Continuel From Page Two.
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We have a small stock of Choice and well selected
goods suitable for CHRISTMAS GIFTS and
invite you to inspect what we offer.
T0ILET

BOXES.

PENS,

SAFETY

PACKAGE

PERFUMERY. F0UNTAJN
KODAKS
PIPES.
and FANCY

STATIONERY,
RAZORS.

CANDIES.

ALL

LEFTOVERS

NEW-- NO

Larue Assortment of Tans, Seals

FISCHER DRUG

Greeting Cards.

&

COMPANY
Store

d

Best Brooms in town, and cheap at
GOEBELS.
Dr. F. C. Bakes, oculist of Alhuquer
que, will receive
patients at the
Claire hotel from Dec. 19 to 22, inclusive.
We Run Tonight at the Elks' one of
the best programs ever seen in this
city. Get in early, don't miss any of
it. It's great.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose
and throat specialist of Las Vegas, will
be at the Palace hotel, December 15,
1C and 17. Hours 2 to 5 p. m.
Indicted for Robbing Postoffice
Walter Lessely was indicted at Socorro for robbing the postoffice at
Valencia county.
He is only
sixteen years old.
Holiday Railroad Rates The Den
ver & Rio Grande Railroad today announces special rates for the Christwill
mas holidays. The Santa Fe
announce its holiday rates tomorrow.
Pure Milk and Cream for Sale I
am ready to deliver for family trade,
purest milk and cream produced her
Blue-wate-

For not only In the territory, but outside
under my careful supervision.
further particulars call M. M. Barber, as well. He takes a pride in handling
Phone Black 1S8.
only the very highest grade of goods;
he guarantees everything he sells,
A 35 Cent
Meal From tomorrow
and stands back of that guarantee.
on the Coronado Hotel will serve a
He has a stock of everything procur35 cent meal for its regular bill of
able in
jewelry, silverware,
to
those
with
orders
suit
short
fare,
and
novelties,
watches,
diamonds,
who do not wish the regular fare. leather
goods to which, in a big new
This plan was decided upon by Pro display ad. he is calling particular atprietor Lupe Herrera in response to tention. If in doubt what to give, read
the demand for such service. The this ad.
Coronado has made arrangements to
get its meats direct from Kansas City HARRY WHITNEY TO
and the best that the market can proSTART FOR SOUTH POLE.
vide is to be served Its patrons.
In the Giving of Christmas remem-hrance- s
New Haven, Conn., Dec. 13. In a
there is a whole lot of satis- telegram to the Journal Courier tofaction in having the package bear, day, dated New Orleans, Harry Whitthe name of a firm of which you need ney, says he and Captain Bartlett,
not feel ashamed. For thirty and more who commanded the steamer Rooseexyears, S. Spitz, has been selling jew- velt on the successful north pole
elry of all kinds, and everything that pedition of Captain Peary, will start
goes with such a stock, to the people, next year in search of the Bouth pole.

A FEW MORE SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

WHERE
FOR THE SWETEST

CHRISTMAS

GIFTS

REPRESENTS

GIRL

ACTUAL

VALUE

FOR THE GIRL'S SWEET HEART

OR THE DEARE8T

OR

WIFE,

THE WOMAN'S HUSBAND
OR FATHER!

OR MOTHER!

Almond Sets,

Sandwich Trays ,
Silver Deposit Cologne bottles,
After Dinner Sets,
Costers,
Novelties,
& Tea Sets,
Wa,er
Coffee
Sterling
Pitchers,
and
Flat Wear,
Creams,
Sugar
Candelabra.
Bracelets,
Veil Pins & Beauty Fins,
Lavaliers,
Souvenir SpooDs,

CUT GLASS

Brooches

in Turquoise & Filigree

Jewelry,

8. SPITZ. Manufacturing
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Novelties.

DIAMONDS

Our name on a box
a guarantee cf
Value and Beauty

--

READING LAMPS,
Silver Deposit Scotch Sets,
Military, Cloth & Hat Brushes,
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links. Watches,
Manicure Pieces,
Chains,
Signet & Fancy Rings,
Turquoise Jewelry,
Pens, Desk Pieces.

Salad Forks.

.
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Hand Painted China

tne season.

Now, you can

the day,

com-

that

old

"SOME-

saying,
HIM" for

Xmas.

Turn to this store for relief.

Every

line of goods we carry, offers a sug-

FOR ALL.

gestions for a

man's

Xmas.

Look

over this list and see if you do not

the Season to our host of friends,

strike something

also, our readiness for

that

you know will

be "JUST THE THING."

the Holiday trade.
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SMOKING JACKETS,
OVERCOATS,
RAINCOATS,
FANCY VESTS,

.rc
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HOSIERY,

NECKWEAR,
GLOVES,
SUSPENDERS,
PAJAMAS.

UNDERWEAR,
UMBRELLA,
HAT,
CAP.

BATHROBE,
SHIRTS,
DRESS SHIRTS,

grand display. IWewould "hint" that you make your selection early, while
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assist
you
every way we can iajhc, act.
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Value and Beauty

hear often on during

THING TO GIVE

We can't do

extending the compliments

we announce,

a guarantee of

one.. We wish it were

MAS GREETING

of

& Buaranieeing jewelry

,.,

this, but we have a HEARTY CHRIST-

While

Our name on a box

we Want every one of our friends and
patrons to accept our MERRY CHRISTMAS

one by the hand and extend the
of

Ebony Toilet Sets,

For 30 Years-- Si!

possible for us to take each and every

pliments

CUT GLASS

ivierrv Christmas t or you
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As a personal
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